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TEMPLATES, TOOLS, AND RULERS

10" Paper Refills NOT567 8 $5.00 $9.95 $15.00
10" Paper Piecing Squares. Package contains approximately 250 

pieces. NOT300, NOT710, NOT234

Mini Wacky Web 
Paper Refills NOT710 8 $3.50 $6.95 $8.00

Mini Wacky Web Paper Refills (4.75" Triangles) by MSQC. Package 
contains approximately 250 pieces.

NOT700, NOT301, NOT300, NOT234, 
PAT765, PAT780, PAT771

Wacky Web Papers 
Paper Refills NOT300 8 $5.00 $9.95 $15.00

Wacky Web Paper Refills for the Wacky Web Ruler (approximately 
250 pieces)

NOT301, NOT710, NOT700, NOT234, 
PAT765, PAT780, PAT771

10” Apple Core NOT131 4 $11.00 $19.95 $22.00

9 3/4" Apple Core Layer Cake Quilt Template by Pepper Cory 
"Charmers".  This is a ruler type template by Pepper Cory for the 

Missouri Star Quilt Company.  The 1/4" Seam Allowance is included. NOT056, PAT748

4-1/2” Apple Core NOT056 8 $4.00 $5.95 $8.00

4 1/2" Apple Core Charm Quilt Template by Pepper Cory 
"Charmers".  This is a ruler type template from EZQuilt by Pepper 

Cory.  The 1/4" Seam Allowance is included. NOT131, PAT748

10” Half-Hexagon NOT253 8 $7.00 $11.95 $14.00
Create the easiest hexagon quilt you'll ever make.  Sew the half 

hexagons in strips with no Y-seems.  Great to use on layer cakes! 
NOT132, PAT744, PAT984, PAT933, 
PAT899, PAT888, PAT1054, PAT870

5” Half-Hexagon NOT132 8 $3.25 $5.95 $7.00
Easiest hexagon quilt you'll ever make.  Sew the half hexagons in 

strips with no Y-seams.  Great to use on charm packs and jelly rolls!  
NOT253, PAT744, PAT984, PAT933, 
PAT899, PAT888, PAT1054, PAT870

10” Square NOT457 4 $11.75 $18.95 $23.00 Cut 10" squares from your scraps to make layer cakes. PAT603

10” Tumbler NOT129 4 $11.00 $17.95 $22.00
10" Layer Cake Tumbler Template by Natalie Dawn for Missouri 

Star Quilt Co.

NOT128, NOT658, PAT731, PAT944, 
PAT905, PAT1058, PAT931, PAT743, 

PAT746

5" Tumbler NOT128 8 $5.00 $8.95 $10.00
5" Charm Pack Tumbler Template by Natalie Dawn for Missouri Star 

Quilt Co.

NOT658, NOT129, PAT731, PAT944, 
PAT905, PAT1058, PAT931, PAT743, 

PAT746

2 1/2" Mini-Tumbler NOT658 8 $3.00 $5.45 $6.50
2 1/2" Mini Tumbler Template by Natalie Dawn for Missouri Star 

Quilt Co. 

NOT128, NOT129, PAT731, PAT944, 
PAT905, PAT1058, PAT931, PAT743, 

PAT746

5" Wacky Web NOT301 8 $4.50 $7.95 $9.00

Large Wacky Web Template by Natalie Dawn For Missouri Star Quilt 
Co. The tool measures 6.5" X 5" and can be used diagonally on a 

charm square.
NOT700, NOT710, NOT300, NOT234, 

PAT765, PAT780, PAT771

Mini Wacky Web 
Template NOT700 8 $3.00 $5.45 $6.50

The tool measures 3.25" X 2.5". This tool is inspired by a gorgeous 
antique quilt that we purchased from a local quilter. It does involve a 
bit of simple paper piecing, but when you put four of them together 

you can make the periwinkle block so easy with no Y seams. You 
could also use this tool to make a mini version of the wacky web quilt. 

It would also work well for pot holders, table runners, or wall 
hangings! Cute and fun! 

NOT710, NOT301, NOT300, NOT234, 
PAT765, PAT780, PAT771
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Circle Magic NOT151 4 $14.00 $25.95 $28.00

Circle Magic Template (acrylic template with a 9 inch diameter) & 
Book by Brandy's, used to Make a Cathedral Window Quilt. Includes 
book of illustrated directions for Coaster, Hotpad, Placemat, Table 

Runner, Crib Quilt, Pillow, and Pocket Purse and easy directions for a 
Shaggy Hotpad.

Small Orange Peel 
Template for 5 inch 

Squares NOT470 8 $4.00 $6.95 $9.00
Formerly called the Circle Magic Plus - Football Template.  Can be 

used with the circle magic template. NOT1793, PAT982

Large Orange Peel 
Template for 10 inch 

Squares NOT1793 4 $10.00 $17.95 $20.00 Large Orange Peel Template for 10" Squares NOT470, PAT982

Crazy Quilt (514) NOT501 4 $13.50 $21.95 $27.00

Includes four different sized solid acrylic templates for 4", 6", 9", 12" 
blocks.  Also includes pattern with instructions to make the crazy 

quilt block.

Large Wedge NOT295 4 $9.00 $13.95 $18.00

Designed to use on Layer Cakes (10" squares of pre-cut fabric) to 
make beautiful wedges for all kinds of patterns and designs, leaving 

almost no waste!  Makes two wedges per 10" square. NOT296, PAT764, PAT983, PAT1052

Small Wedge NOT296 8 $3.50 $5.95 $7.00

Designed to use on Charm Packs (5" squares of pre-cut fabric) to 
make beautiful wedges for all kinds of patterns and designs, leaving 

almost no waste!  Makes two wedges per 5" square.  Note, the 
wedge isn't 5", but it is as big as I can get it so we aren't wasting half 

the square, the wedge is about 4 1/2"). NOT295, PAT764, PAT983, PAT1052

Layer Cake Dresden 
Plate NOT291 8 $6.00 $8.95 $12.00

The Layer Cake Dresden Plate Template or Ruler from MSQC is a 
bigger version of the popular dresden template.  This is helpful if you 

are using Layer Cakes for your projects.  The template includes 
markings for Layer Cakes and Charm Packs.

NOT054, PAT766, PAT743, PAT728, 
PAT767, PAT931, PAT1051, PAT889, 

PAT1204

Rhombus Template NOT2079 6 $5.45 $17.95 $20.00

Create the easiest Rhombus quilt you'll ever make. Just use the 
Rhombus template to cut out the shapes along with Equilateral 
Triangles to make so many fun designs. Sew in rows with no Y-
seems. Great to use on 5" squares and 10" squares! Check out 

Modblock vol 2 for layout ideas. BLOCKM102

Man Sewing Burst 
Block Template NOT2624 6 $5.45 $17.95 $20.00

Create the easiest Rhombus quilt you'll ever make. Just use the 
Rhombus template to cut out the shapes along with Equilateral 
Triangles to make so many fun designs. Sew in rows with no Y-
seems. Great to use on 5" squares and 10" squares! Check out 

Modblock vol 2 for layout ideas. BLOCKM103

5" X 15" MSQC Ruler NOT1972 3 $7.00 $14.95 $18.00 5"X15" Ruler

2.5" x 8" MSQC Ruler NOT1965 2 $5.00 $10.95 $12.95
2.5" x 8" MSQC ruler fits perfectly with a Mini Charm Pack as well as 

the Jelly Roll. It also fits diagonally across a 5" charm pack. 

MSQC 3 pc Mini 
Templates Bundle - 
All for 2.5 ' Squares BUND051 2 4.5 $9.95 $15.00

This exclusive bundle for 2.5″ squares includes the mini tumbler, mini 
periwinkle, and mini orange peel templates. BLOCK103

MSQC 5 pc Large 
Templates Bundle - 
All for 10" Squares BUND049 2 $32.75 $67.95 $88.00

This exclusive bundle for 10″ squares includes the large tumbler, 
large orange peel, large apple core, large half hexagon and large 

simple wedge templates. BLOCK114
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MSQC 6 pc Small 
Templates Bundle - 

All for 5" Squares BUND050 2 $14.20 $32.95 $48.00

This exclusive bundle for 5″ squares includes the small tumbler, small 
periwinkle, small orange peel, small apple core, small half hexagon 

and small simple wedge templates. BLOCKM103

MSQC Templates 
"Motherload" Bundle - 

All 21 MSQC 
Templates and Rulers 

PLUS 2 Sizes of 
Triangle Piecing 
Papers (23 pcs) BUND052 2 $95.00 $209.95 $298.00

This exclusive bundle has all 21 MSQC templates and rulers included! 
Included are the 10" square, large tumbler, crazy quilt, large apple 

core, large orange peel, large half hexagon, large simple wedge, 
rhombus, large dresden plate, small tumbler, small periwinkle, small 

orange peel, small apple core, small half hexagon, small simple 
wedge, mini tumbler, mini periwinkle, and mini orange peel 

templates, circle magic template and book, and the 2.5" x 8" and 5" x 
15" MSQC rulers. In addition to all of these fantastic templates, you 

will also receive the small wacky web and mini wacky web piecing 
papers! You will save $37.90 compared to buying all three templates 

individually! BLOCKM104

Orange Peel 
Templates Bundle (3 

pcs)
BUND046 3 $11.35 $24.95 $34.00

This exclusive bundle includes the large, small, and mini orange peel 
templates. You will save $3.90 compared to buying all three 

templates individually!

Periwinkle Templates 
& Triangle Piecing 

Papers Bundle (4 pcs) BUND048 2 $11.40 $24.95 $37.00

This exclusive bundle includes the small and mini periwinkle 
templates as well as the small and mini piecing papers. You will save 

$3.85 compared to buying all three templates individually!

Tumbler Templates 
Bundle (3 pcs) BUND047 3 $11.35 $24.95 $34.00

This exclusive bundle includes the large, small, and mini tumbler 
templates. You will save $3.90 compared to buying all three 

templates individually!

The Binding Tool NOT032 3 $7.05 $8.95 $10.00

The Binding Tool is a "must-have" tool for every quilter. When you 
finish the last seam of the binding only an angle seam will work to 

reduce the bulk of this seam. The Binding Tool makes a perfect 
ending every time. Two measurements, two cuts and you're on your 
way to a great finish. Easy to follow instructions are printed on the 

tool. Check out a demonstration in the video link in the top left! NOT620, NOT847, PAT932

Mini Binding Tool NOT620 6 $5.00 $6.75 $7.00

The Mini Binding tool is a must have for smaller projects such as 
place mats, pot holders and mini quilts. Works best with a 2in binding. 
Also can be used to make a french braid table runner or quilt. 2 in x 5-

1/4in NOT032, NOT847, PAT932

Wonder Clips - 10 NOT357 6 $4.79 $6.45 $7.00

Clip and hold, clip and sew right where you need it. Open wide for 
mulitple layers, won't damage or distort fabric. 1/4in and 1/2in seam 
allowance marking on base of clip. Clip base is flat for easy feeding to 

presser foot. Great hold for all kinds of different types of crafts.

Sizzix Fabi Bizd Die 
Cut Bird NOT1039 6 $15.95 $20.00

MSQC's "Bird" Die Cut size 4 1/4" x 4 1/2".  Charm pack friendly. 
Includes free project idea.

Lapel Stick NOT234 6 2.25 $3.95 $5.00 NOT301, NOT300, NOT700, NOT710
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Lapel Stick - 24 Piece 
Counter Display Unit NOT1712 6 $50.00 $94.80 $120.00

An awesome 24 pack of Lapel Sticks to display this great product in 
your shop.Your customers will love the Lapel Stick for all their 

temporary fabric adhesive needs including: applique, paper piecing, 
many quilting techniques, temporarily fixing a fallen hem, closing 

gaping buttons, securing shirt collars, smoothing down bulging 
pockets, securing slipping straps, alternative to baste stitching, 
decorating costumes, keeping cuffs in place, and sewing or craft 

projects.

Easy Dresden Tool by 
Darlene Zimmerman NOT054 6 $5.40 $7.25 $8.00

Easy Dresden can be used for: Dresden Plates, Grandmother's Fans, 
Tumblers, Ice Cream Cone Borders.

NOT291, PAT766, PAT743, PAT728, 
PAT767, PAT931, PAT1051, PAT889

Bias Binding Simplified 
Ruler NOT847 6 $14.10 $19.45 $20.00

This bias binding tool has markings to easily cut 2-1/4" or 2-1/2" 
binding. Refer to the illustrations printed on the ruler for a tutorial on 

how to cut bias binding. NOT620, NOT032

Add a Quarter Ruler 
1" x 6" pink NOT924 6 $5.43 $7.25 $7.50

A portion of the proceeds will be donated to help fight breast cancer. 
The specially designed lip on this ruler automatically allows 1/4 inch 

seam allowance to any angle for your rotary cutter. Great to use 
when foundation piecing.

MSQC Modblock 
Bamboo Creaser NOT1212 6 $0.90 $1.50 $2.00

Use the square end to hand press seams open or to mark fabric with 
a crease. The pointed end comes in handy for turning points in 

pillows, flaps and collars. You can even use it to remove basting 
stitches.  This stylish bamboo creaser tool has MSQC Mod Block 

burned into it.  You'll love this handy tool!

Sew Red Glasses NOT765 6 $10.00 $17.95 $20.00

Sew Red Glass are the simplest way to determine the color value - 
light, medium, or dark - of fabric. Every quilter, seamstress, fabric 

artist, designer and florist needs this tool to perfect the most 
important design element - Contrast!  <br/ ><br/ >Here is how they 

work:  Just put on Sew Red Glasses to determine color value of 
fabrics. The red filter lens removes the color and enables you to see 
fabrics in a grey scale.  With your Sew Red Glasses, organize fabrics 
by value - dark, medium, light.  Check your design with the Sew Red 

Glasses to make sure you see every aspect of your project.  Sew Red 
Glasses help you see contrasting values to create vibrancy and 

interest in your design.  Keep in mind the red filter does not give you 
the true value of red and pink fabrics. Sew green glasses, clip ons (red & green)

Sew Red Clip on 
Lenses NOT766 6 $9.80 $16.95 $18.00

Sew Red Glass are the simplest way to determine the color value - 
light, medium, or dark - of fabric. Every quilter, seamstress, fabric 

artist, designer and florist needs this tool to perfect the most 
important design element - Contrast!  <br/ ><br/ >Here is how they 

work:  Just put on Sew Red Glasses to determine color value of 
fabrics. The red filter lens removes the color and enables you to see 
fabrics in a grey scale.  With your Sew Red Glasses, organize fabrics 
by value - dark, medium, light.  Check your design with the Sew Red 

Glasses to make sure you see every aspect of your project.  Sew Red 
Glasses help you see contrasting values to create vibrancy and 

interest in your design.  Keep in mind the red filter does not give you 
the true value of red and pink fabrics. Sew green glasses, clip ons (green)
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Sew Green Glasses NOT2053 6 $10.00 $17.95 $20.00

Sew Green Glasses are the simplest way to determine the color 
value - light, medium, or dark -of fabric. Every quilter , seamstress, 

fabric artist and designer need this tool to perfect the most important 
design element -- Contrast!

Here's How they work: Put on your Sew Green Glasses to determine 
color value of fabrics. The green lens removed the color and enables 
you to see the fabrics in a gray scale. The green filter does not give 

you the true value of green fabric. Sew green glasses, clip ons (red & green)

Sew Green Clip on 
Lenses NOT2054 6

Sew Green Glasses are the simplest way to determine the color 
value – light, medium, or dark -of fabric. Every quilter , seamstress, 

fabric artist and designer need this tool to perfect the most important 
design element — Contrast!

Here’s How they work: Put on your Sew Green Glasses to determine 
color value of fabrics. The green lens removed the color and enables 
you to see the fabrics in a gray scale. The green filter does not give 

you the true value of green fabric. Sew green glasses, clip ons (red & green)

PATTERNS

All In A Row & All In A 
Roll Pillows PAT766 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Make these enjoyable pillows using leftover pieces from your  
Dresden Coin Quilt. NOT291, NOT054, BLOCK102

American Classic 
Quilt Pattern PAT747 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Houndstooth galore! This quilt is made easily with charm packs. 
Many size options available. BLOCK103

Big Wonky Star 
Pattern PAT869 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Let us guide you to a more free-style sewing method with these 
hellter-kelter stars. Once you get the hang of it, you may be addicted. 

Don’t say we didn’t warn you! 58" x 67 1/2" BLOCK105

Bloom & Grow Quilt 
Pattern PAT743 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Make this cute applique Dresden Flower Pot wall hanging using 
charm packs and the Layer Cake Dresden Template. Size approx. 28 

1/2" x 38 1/2"
NOT291, NOT054, NOT129, NOT128, 

NOT658, BLOCK103

Bowtie Party Quilt 
Pattern PAT732 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Get a scrappy look without all of the scraps! This pattern is Charm 
Pack and Jelly Roll friendly. Size approx. 77" x 93" BLOCK102
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Charmed Spools 
Pattern PAT876 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00 Finished size approx. 58 1/2" x 63" BLOCK106

Chopped Block Quilt 
Pattern PAT778 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

If you enjoy using precuts, this quilt is for you! It comes together 
easily using two different blocks. Size approx. 82" x 93" BLOCK104

Cloud Nine Quilt 
Pattern PAT768 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This super soft and cute pillow quilt will be the softest quilt you'll ever 
feel! Size approx. 35" x 43" BLOCK102

Disapearing 
Hourglass Pattern PAT775 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Make this beautiful Disappearing Hourglass Quilt using layer cakes! 
Size approx. 72 1/4" x 83 1/2" BLOCK104

Disappearing 
Pinwheel Churn Dash 

Pattern PAT761 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Make this stunning variation of the Disappearing Pinwheel using 

layer cakes. Size approx. 57" x 68" BLOCK101

Disappearing 
Pinwheel Shoofly 

Quilt Pattern PAT770 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Easily piece a complicated-looking quilt with layer cakes. Size approx. 

75 3/4" x 87" BLOCK101

Dresden Coin Quilt 
Pattern PAT728 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Use the dresden ruler and your favorite Layer Cakes to create this 
entrancing quilt. Size approx. 76" x 80" NOT291, NOT054, BLOCK102

Falling Charms 
Pattern PAT760 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Make this easy, yet stunning Falling Charms quilt using charm packs 
or a layer cake. Size approx. 83" x 96" BLOCK101
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Flower Fancy Runners 
Pattern PAT731 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Whether you choose to use Charm Packs or Mini Charm Packs you 
will adore the end result! This table runner pattern utilizes the MSQC 
Tumbler Charm Ruler and MSQC Tumbler Mini Charm Ruler allowing 

you create a fast and fun project! Size approx. 30" x 63" NOT128, NOT129, NOT658, BLOCK102

Freestyle Stars 
Pattern PAT764 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This whimsical quilt comes together easily using layer cakes. Size 
approx. 65" x 71" NOT295, NOT296, BLOCK101

Happy Chicks 
Pincushion Pattern PAT777 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00 This adorable chickie will brighten anyone's day! BLOCK104

Hexagon Braid 
Pattern PAT870 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Mix 5” squares with a hexagon shape template. Cut and stack your 
fabric creating colorful braids. Add sashing and borders, and voilà, you 

have an eye-catching quilt! NOT253, NOT132, BLOCK105

Jelly Roll Race 2 
Pattern PAT763 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

A fun and easy twist on the Jelly Roll Race Quilt. Size approx. 71" x 
79" BLOCK101

Jelly Roll Race 3 
Pattern PAT867 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Need it tomorrow? No problem. Try a new twist on the Jelly Roll Race 
Quilt. This one may just be your favorite yet!  66 1/2" x 77 1/2" BLOCK105

Jump Rings Quilt 
Pattern PAT774 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This fun quilt with oblong rings comes together in a snap! Many size 
options available. BLOCK104

Ladies Luncheon Quilt 
Pattern PAT749 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This attractive quilt uses charm packs. Many size options to choose 
from. BLOCK103
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Lattice Quilt Pattern PAT762 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
This is gorgeous quilt is made quickly using charm packs. Size approx. 

93" x 106" BLOCK101

Love Notes Quilt 
Pattern PAT741 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

The mini version of our popular "You've Got Mail Quilt", we call it 
"Love Notes". With a cute Valentine's charm pack, it makes a great 

Valentine's Day Project. This is a quick and easy quilting project. Size 
approx. 39" x 50" BLOCK101

Lovely Leaves Quilt 
Pattern PAT773 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Many size options are available for this quilt featuring attractive 
foliage. BLOCK104

Lucky Penny Quilt 
Pattern PAT744 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Here is yet another delightful and easy charm pack pattern that can 
be made in many sizes. NOT253, NOT132, BLOCK103

Magic Diamonds 
Pattern PAT726 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Make this unique half square triangle quilt using Charm Packs. Size 
approx. 59" x 79" BLOCK102

Mini House Table 
Runner Pattern PAT725 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Yet another way to use the 5" Half Hexagon Template! Use Charm 
Packs to make this adorable table runner. Size approx: 18 1/2" x 43 

3/4" NOT253, NOT132, BLOCK102

Mini Periwinkle 
Pattern PAT765 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Use the Mini Wacky Web Template to make a beautiful quilt. Size 
67" x 77"

NOT301, NOT300, NOT700, NOT710, 
NOT234, BLOCK101

Patchwork Stocking 
Pattern PAT873 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Take a few 5” squares and whip up stockings for any and all–a fast & 
fabulous way to make anyone’s Christmas special. 12" x 17" BLOCK106
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Periwinkle Table 
Topper Pattern PAT780 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Use the Periwinkle Template to make a quick and easy table top 
project. Size approx. 12" x 12"

NOT301, NOT700, NOT300, NOT710, 
NOT234, BLOCK104

Pop Fly Quilt Pattern PAT742 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
This jelly roll pattern can be made in many sizes from a table runner 

to a King! BLOCK103

Self Binding Baby 
Blanket Pattern PAT779 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Need a quick project to use up you fabric stash, or make an adorable 
gift? Well, look no further! Here's a quick (10 minute) way to make a 

self binding baby quilt/receiving blanket. Size approx. 35" x 35" BLOCK104

Serendipity Pattern PAT864 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Make a bonus quilt from the cast-off portions of the first! A no-waste 
solution to quilt making. Techniques employed: strip sets and stitch & 

flip. Instructions for both quilts in various sizes included. BLOCK105

Sidewalk Chalk 
Pattern PAT865 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Don’t sweat this one! The complicated mitered corners are only the 
by-product of the simple construction technique employed. How does 

Jenny do it? 106" x 90" BLOCK105

Simple Joys Quilt 
Pattern PAT750 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This honey bun and jelly roll-friendly quilt is pure bliss to make. Many 
size options available. BLOCK103

Slice of Life Quilt 
Pattern PAT772 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Use your favorite layer cake or jelly roll to piece this fun quilt. Size 
approx. 64" x 80" BLOCK104

Snowballed Pinwheel 
Pattern PAT872 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Want your pinwheels to fly off the quilt? Try this version and turn 
them into whirling dervishes.  50" x 60 1/2" BLOCK105
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Spare Change Bag 
Pattern PAT767 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00 Make this gorgeous purse using layer cakes! NOT291, NOT054, BLOCK102

Spring Walk Pattern PAT730 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
This fun and easy to make quilt uses Layer Cakes. Size approx. 52" x 

61" BLOCK102

Stained Glass Quilt 
Pattern PAT727 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Make this beautiful stained glass quilt using Charm Packs. Size 
approx. 63 1/2" x 74" BLOCK102

Starlight, Starbright 
Quilt Pattern PAT751 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This charm pack pattern features a gleaming star. Whether you are 
looking to make a Baby Quilt or a King Quilt, this versatile pattern is 

for you. BLOCK103

Summer Wishes Quilt 
Pattern PAT745 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Here's a honeybun quilt pattern sure to make you smile! Size options: 
Table runner, Throw, Queen and King. BLOCK103

Sweet Annie Quilt 
Pattern PAT769 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Sweet Annie is a variation of our fabulous Exploding Block Quilt. Size 
approx. 43 1/2" x 49 1/2" BLOCK102

Sweet Harvest Quilt 
Pattern PAT748 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

You will love how quickly this layer cake quilt goes together! Many 
size options to choose from. NOT131, BLOCK103

Tag Team Quilt 
Pattern PAT776 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00 From table runner to king, this alluring quilt has endless size options. BLOCK104
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Tea Towel Apron 
Pattern PAT759 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Some tea towels are just too cute to store in the drawer. This fun tea 
towel project will let you show them off! Size approx. 18" x 28" BLOCK103

Teacup Pattern PAT871 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Think of these random rectangles like cups on saucers. Thanks to the 
variety found in 10” square packs the quilt comes together matching 
famously. Simple blocks that make a big colorful impact–that’s what 

you get with this quilt. BLOCK105

Triangle Tango 
Pattern PAT868 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Focus on the fabric. A great quilt for showing off the fabrics you love. 
The Triangle Tango showcases them in a confetti-style layout. Quick 

chain-piecing sewing for great style. BLOCK105

Tumbler Bag Pattern PAT746 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Make this sew fun purse using charm packs and the MSQC Tumbler 

Template! NOT129, NOT128, NOT658, BLOCK103

Wacky Web Quilt 
Pattern PAT771 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Use our Wacky Web Template to create this visually appealing quilt. 
Size approx. 68" x 80"

NOT301, NOT700, NOT300, NOT710, 
NOT234, BLOCK104

Zip It Quilt Pattern PAT729 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Make the fun and easy Zip It Quilt using Charm Packs. Size approx. 

45" x 51" BLOCK102

Goodnight Irene Quilt 
Pattern PAT1002 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

What do you see, the X’s or checkerboards with points on each side? 
Whichever one, you’re sure to love how quickly the 16-patch comes 
together, and how easy it is to build the X-blocks. These two blocks 

make a quilt, you’re sure to see in your dreams! 68" x 76" BLOCK108

Sandy Sunrise Pattern PAT986 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

It’s amazing what a few 5" squares and some background yardage 
can accomplish. Mix with some half square triangles, and before you 
can say, "Jimminy Cricket," you’ll have the perfect complement for a 

trip to the beach, picnic or park! 50" x 50" BLOCK108
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Dressed to the Nines 
Quilt Pattern PAT985 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Nine fabric squares and the courage to cut them up and sew them 
back together is all it takes to make this lively quilt. With careful 

placement, your favorite fabrics can draw more attention. It’s up to 
you how you’d like to dress this one up! 68" x 94" BLOCK108

Sail Away Quilt 
Pattern PAT984 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Again we’ve found another use for the wonderfully versatile MSQC 
Half Hexagon Ruler—make boats! Add half square triangles that 

whip up in a jiffy and you’ve got yourself a veritable flotilla!<br />50 
1/2" x 53" BLOCK108

Pennant Flags Quilt 
Pattern PAT983 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Nothing is more iconic than than a string of pennant flags flying in the 
wind from above a ship’s deck. Here we help you recreate your own 
pennant flags with the aid of our simple large wedge ruler. Add a bit 

of rick-rack and your pennants will flap in the wind too.<br />64 1/4" 
x 84" NOT295, NOT296, BLOCK108

Orange Peel Quilt 
Pattern PAT982 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

You know what kids do when they eat orange slices with the skin still 
attached . . . and then they flash you a lovely orange smile! Honestly, 

that’s the perfect image for this orange peel quilt. Tilted just a tad, 
the illusion of roundness formed by repeating football shapes 

becomes enticing flower petals! 68" x 77" BLOCK108

Beach Picnic Quilt 
Pattern PAT981 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Scrappy tidbits of complementary prints plus solid color sashing keep 
these bear paws from getting loose. Tame that wild fabric stash with 

quick piecing techniques that will have you making tracks to the 
beach (or park) in no time. 67" x 82" BLOCK108

Crazy Birds Quilt 
Pattern PAT980 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This quilt is crazy twice over! Not only are these birds crazy—did you 
find the one facing the wrong direction?—but the blocks are crazy on 

top of it, thanks to the MSQC Crazy Block ruler! 61 1/2" x 71" BLOCK108

Skatebaords Quilt 
Pattern PAT979 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

In tribute to all those daredevil skateboarders out there, a quilt has 
now been conceived in your honor. Level of difficulty: easy-peasy! 

Make an entire skateboard park—or two—with a pack of 10" squares 
and leave the crash and tumbles to someone else! 61" x 90 1/2" BLOCK108

Firenze Quilt Pattern PAT987 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

The simple construction of this quilt is the perfect compliment to 
show off the luscious minky fabrics used to make this gorgeous quilt-
as-you-go blanket. Simple & luxurious, it’s quite the ticket! 60" x 68" BLOCK108
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Wonky Star Pattern PAT978 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Ready to try something a little less structured? Here’s a star that will 
loosen up your quilting brain - no rulers, no tools, no quilting police! A 
few guidelines and a whole lotta sewing fun makes this wonky star a 

go-to favorite!
66" x 77" BLOCK108

Tipsy Tumbler Quilt 
Pattern PAT944 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Oh man! You are going to love NOT appliquéing every shape into 
place with this showcase quilt. Plus, there are no adhesives or 

topstitching involved either! How in the world did she do it? We’ll tell 
you how with a simple fold and sew technique. You just pick the 

fabrics you want to show off!
Quilt pattern for 5" and 10" Squares.

56" x 63 1/2" NOT129, NOT128, NOT658, BLOCK107

Honey Do Quilt 
Pattern PAT933 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Imagine sawing a hexagon in half, flipping both sides out and, voilà, 
what do you see . . . an hourglass shape. How do you do that? Well, it’

s all about the tools. Handymen have known this little secret for ever. 
Now it’s time to let quilters in on the secret too. The right tool for the 

job, let us show you which one!
Quilt pattern for 10" Squares.

Size: 50 1/2" x 63 1/2" NOT253, NOT132, BLOCK107

Intersection Quilt 
Pattern PAT930 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Here’s the catch . . . I want my quilt to be “perfect,” but I hate 
matching points. My solution? Find quilts that require nesting seams. 
Don’t you love the feel of those seam allowances popping into place 
as you match them up? I do, and the intersection quilt gives me the 

“perfect” opportunity to get those points right! Quilt pattern for 10" 
Squares and 2 1/2" Strips. Size: 71" x 85 1/2" BLOCK107

Love is in the Air 
Pattern PAT929 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Time-consuming appliqué, you think? That’s not the case with this 
quilt. Those vines and hearts can all be applied easily with the help of 

your sewing machine, scissors and a bit of heat-activated fusible. 
Now there’s no excuse not to love appliqué! Project pattern for 10" 

Squares. Size: 31" x 31" BLOCK107

Flying Geese Log 
Cabin PAT928 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

The basic log cabin block has a new twist! These geese will become 
your new best friends when you see how they make this block fly. 
Repetition is this block’s secret weapon that adds movement and 

cohesion to the design. You’ll never build a plain ol’ cabin again! Quilt 
pattern for 2 1/2" Strips. Size: 64" x 80" BLOCK107

Paper Stories Quilt 
Pattern PAT927 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Once upon a time, a quilter had so many  fabrics strips she didn’t 
know what to do! Well, this quilt is the fairy godmother’s answer to a 

stash of strips. Use the modified paper piecing technique to build 
blocks quickly and you’ll have your fairy tale ending before you can 

say “Prince Charming!" Quilt pattern for 2 1/2" Strips. Size: 62 1/2" x 
72" BLOCK107

Disappearing 
Hourglass 2 Quilt 

Pattern PAT926 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Yet another disappearing block in a series of amazing block 
transformations, the Disappearing Hourglass 2 is sure to astound. 

Create half square triangles lickety-split and turn them into a 
surprisingly simple, complex design that will knock your socks off! 

Quilt pattern for 10" Squares. Size: 59 1/2" x 70 1/4" BLOCK107
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Dapper Dan Quilt 
Pattern PAT905 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Want to explore your sense of color and challenge yourself with 
endless layout possibilities? This pattern is perfect for you. Included in 

the instructions is a coloring diagram to make your own variation of 
Dapper Dan’s bow tie. Work with placement, color, values and 

negative space to your heart’s content. Then stitch up a custom 
creation!  Size: 46" x 56 1/2"

NOT129, NOT128, NOT658, 
BLOCKM101

Hexi Gems Quilt 
Pattern PAT899 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Get your “mod” on with this insanely versatile technique from MSQC 
guest designer, Lisa Hirsh. The pattern includes a blank diagram of 

the quilt that can be enlarged so you can color and spec-out a 
creation of your own. Size: 58" x 67 1/2" NOT253, NOT132, BLOCKM101

Confetti Quilt Pattern PAT901 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

A very modern quilt indeed! Experiment with your individual color 
sense in a quilt designed to give you free-rein and lots of elbow room 

to express yourself. We’ll help you with tricks along the way! Size: 
53" x 73" BLOCKM101

Double Friendship 
Star Quilt Pattern PAT900 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Ready for some color play? The Friendship Star in this quilt reveals 
itself as a double when you select the color combinations that allow it 

to pop. Are you ready for a fun-filled challenge? Size: 49" x 57" BLOCKM101

Noted Quilt Pattern PAT897 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Alexia Abegg of Cotton + Steel, another MSQC guest designer, 
delivered this rendition of a well-loved MSQC favorite in her selection 
of fabrics. The interplay of open and closed envelopes is created with 

one "looks-harder-than-it-actually-is" block! Try it! Size: 62 1/4" x 
86 3/4" BLOCKM101

Dreseden Placemats 
Pattern PAT889 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Show off an array of fabrics with Dresden plate shapes and a piano 
key border. The easy-peasy techniques and 5” fabric packs transform 

your table into a colorful display. Size 23" x 15" NOT291, NOT054, BLOCK106

Hexagon Ornament 
Runner Pattern PAT888 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

It only takes 1 ruler and a few 10” squares to dress up your holiday 
table with these lovely ornaments. Make a quick and festive addition 

to your decor! Size 19 1/4" x 37 1/2" NOT253, NOT132, BLOCK106

Candyland Runner 
Pattern PAT887 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Need a quick holiday runner to dress up your table? No problem! This 
Candyland Runner fits the bill. With its simple construction, you’ll 

have a “sweet" little runner in no time. Let the fabric add the holiday 
spirit. Size 23 1/2" x 44" BLOCK106
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Quilted Christmas 
Trees Pattern PAT886 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Get into the holiday spirit with a table runner that celebrates the 
beloved evergreen tree. Made with 2 1/2” strips and your choice of 
holiday fabrics, this tree will see many holidays to come! Size 18" x 

47" BLOCK106

Foil-Topped 
Ornaments Pattern PAT885 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Here’s a crafty holiday project made with 2 1/2” strips, fusible fleece, 
Heat ’n Bond, and your standard household aluminum foil! Yes, you 

read it right, foil! Make your holiday shine! Size 6"-8" BLOCK106

Dala Horse Runner 
Pattern PAT894 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

You don’t have to be Swedish to love the simplicity of this table 
runner. Appliqué hearts and horses add a touch of folklorique 

tradition. Make it tonight! Size: 17 1/2" x 40" BLOCK106

Missouri Star Quilt 
Pattern PAT893 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Big, bold & bright, this star is the company favorite! Create your own 
with the help of our quick piecing techniques and turn your 10” 

squares into the star of the show. Size: 75" x 98" BLOCK106

It's All an Illusion Quilt 
Pattern PAT892 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Create a trompe l’oeil illusion in fabric. Build sashing right into the 
block for a super quick project that’s great for showcasing the fabrics 

you love. Size: 67" x 94" BLOCK106

All Wrapped Up Quilt 
Pattern PAT891 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

By adding sashing to each block as you go, these presents can be 
wrapped up in no time. Packs of 5” squares and yardage is all you 

need to make a gift that lasts. Size: 61" x 81" BLOCK106

Rag Quilt Pattern PAT878 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This simple-as-pie blanket project requires no batting. But rag snips 
are highly recommended to save your hands. It’s the snipping of the 
seam allowances which creates the soft furry edges that makes this 

project a cherished favorite. BLOCK105

Jacob's Ladder Quilt 
Pattern PAT863 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

A 2-color quilt made up of triangles and squares. Simple yet dynamic, 
this classic quilt is all about block placement and creating an illusion. 

68" x 73" BLOCK101
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I Spy Jar Quilt Pattern PAT478 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Quilt Pattern from the I Spy Jar Quilt Pattern MSQC YouTube 

Tutorial

Katie's Quilt Pattern PAT474 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00 This quilt pattern is from our Katie's Quilt YouTube tutorial 

X's and O's Quilt 
Pattern PAT378 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00 This quilt pattern is from our X's and O's YouTube tutorial BLOCK180 (Used with PAT1002)

River Log Cabin Quilt 
Pattern PAT896 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

A clever mix of small and large strips turns into the illusion of offset 
circles. Try this rendition of a Log Cabin Quilt by MSQC guest 

designer, Amy Ellis of "Modern Neutrals" quilt fame. Size: 65" x 81" BLOCKM101

Broken Bars Quilt 
Pattern PAT898 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This stunning quilt that showcases the easy, yet dynamic, 
compatibility of a fabric collection is the brain-child of Shea 

Henderson of Empty Bobbin Sewing. Another MSQC guest designer 
has delivered a show-stopper! Size: 67 1/2" x 91" BLOCKM101

Stardust Quilt Pattern PAT902 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Amy Ellis, MSQC guest designer extraordinaire, has done it again. A 
simple revamp has given the beloved periwinkle block a breathe of 
new life. Decidedly modern, and simple to construct, this quilt could 

get you hooked on MSQC's streamlined paper-piecing technique. 
Size: 43 1/2" x 53 1/2" BLOCKM101

Rainbow Dreams 
Quilt Pattern PAT903 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Break out of the box and into freestyle arrangements with this Amy 
Ellis creation. An MSQC guest designer, Amy allows the half square 
triangle and your sense of color compatibility to take center stage.

The pattern includes a blank diagram of the quilt that can be enlarged 
so you can color and spec-out a creation of your own. Size: 74 1/2" x 

80 3/4" BLOCKM101

Spring Dresdens Quilt 
Pattern PAT931 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Let your fabrics scream Spring with a quilt that is flowering in 
dresdens! Don’t want to appliqué? You don’t have to with a simple 

technique that will keep your sewing machine humming. Quick, easy 
and wonderfully colorful, this quilt will get you ready for Spring, hands 
down!<br />Quilt pattern for 5" and 10" Squares. Size: 71" x 80 1/2"

NOT291, NOT054, NOT129,NOT658, 
NOT128, BLOCK107
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Man Sewing Dancing 
Dots Quilt Pattern PAT1074 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This is a great quilt for learning to free your mind and simply enjoy 
the process. There is no wrong or right layout for this quilt. Be 

creative, have fun! 24" x 45"

Binding Tool Star 
Quilt Pattern PAT932 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

The unassuming binding tool ruler has outdone itself! For those in the 
know, these diagonal lines are a snap to create. For the uninitiated, 

you look like a fabric goddess. Try your hand at creating these 
gorgeous stars with a wondrous little tool and simple sewing 

techniques. We’ll show you how! Quilt pattern for 2 1/2" Strips and 
5" Squares. Size: 78" x 78" NOT032, NOT620, NOT847, BLOCK107

Improv Tote Pattern PAT904 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This tote is amazing. Why? Well, 3 reasons come to mind. It’s a quilt-
as-you-go project, it uses fusible, soft foam interfacing, and it’s 

improvisational. That translates into a quick, state-of-the-art and 
creatively satisfying project. Jump in! Size: 12" x 28" BLOCKM101

Sweet Stars Quilt 
Pattern PAT1050 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Brightly colored stars appear to shimmer and sparkle in the night sky 
in this quilt made from two 2 1/2” rolls of strips. Toss in dark 

background fabric and you will soon have a multitude of stars to wish 
upon. Pattern for 2 1/2" Strips. 81" x 94" BLOCK109

Disappearing 
Pinwheel Friendship 

Star Quilt Pattern PAT1055 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Our Disappearing Pinwheel has found a new way to twinkle its way 
into your heart. With just a few cuts, turns and twists, a package of 

print and a package of solid 10” squares are transformed into a 
constellation celebrating friendship. Pattern for 10" Squares. 74 1/2" 

x 85 3/4" BLOCK109

Winter Pines Quilt 
Pattern PAT1052 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Create your own woodland of colorful winter pines with MSQC’s 
large simple wedge template, a package of 10” squares, and some 

background fabric. It’s the perfect project for a winter’s day. Pattern 
for 10" Squares 71 3/4" x 87" NOT295, NOT296, BLOCK109

Woven Patches Quilt 
Pattern PAT1059 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

You won’t need a loom to create our Woven Patches quilt. Add some 
background fabric to a package of 10” squares and you’ll be all set to 

stitch the two easy blocks that make up this quilt. Pattern for 10" 
Squares. 65" x 77" BLOCK109

Dresden Tree Wall 
Hanging PAT1051 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00 Wall hanging pattern for 5" squares.<br />33" x 37" NOT291, NOT054, BLOCK109
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Holiday Tree Runner PAT1054 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Decorating your home for the season doesn’t always have to be a big 
production.  Sometimes a simple touch such as adding a holiday table 
runner can achieve the just the right spark. All you need to make this 

runner is the MSQC 10” Half Hexagon Template and some 10” 
squares, oh, and a little time!<br />Pattern for 10" Squares.<br />19 

1/2" x 50" NOT253, NOT132, BLOCK109

Quatrefoil Quilt 
Pattern PAT1057 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Our classic Quatrefoil quilt reminds us of intricate architectural 
shapes simplified to represent four leaves. With the help of 10” 

squares, you can create your own colorful version in fabric using your 
favorite colors.<br />Pattern for 10" Squares.<br />85" x 99" BLOCK109

4-Patch Frenzy Quilt 
Pattern PAT1053 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

No need to get into a frenzy  just because you need to make a quick 
gift. Grab a package of 10” squares, your rotary cutter and have fun 
with this quilt pattern.<br />Pattern for 10" Squares<br />89" x 90" BLOCK109

You're a Grand Old 
Flag PAT1058 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

There are few things that speak more clearly of patriotism than our 
nation’s flag. This easily constructed flag can be sewn together 

quickly using precuts and MSQC’s 5” tumbler template.<br />Pattern 
for 5" Squares.<br />46" x 38" NOT129, NOT128, NOT658, BLOCK109

Colorado Block Quilt 
Pattern PAT1056 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

In the winter, clear, cold air blows through the pines on the mountains 
in Colorado. Having a snuggle-worthy quilt at hand is something to 
appreciate and hold dear. A couple of packages of 10” squares, one 
print and one solid, is all you’ll need to make this beautiful quilt to 
keep the winds at bay.<br />Pattern for 10" Squares. <br />77" x 

93" BLOCK109

Coming Home Quilt 
Pattern PAT1046 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

A fun project that benefits 'Operation Homefront' with 10% of the 
proceeds from this pattern being donated to the cause. Rob from 

Man Sewing walks us through his fun applique project with a detailed 
pattern and two to-scale applique inserts. This is a great patriotic 

project and a fantastic way to try out your applique skills.<br />Size 
41" x 41"

Simple Strip Scramble 
Quilt PAT990 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Novelty fabrics and strip piecing make this quilt a breeze to 
construct. No fancy rulers or difficult points to match, just straight 

forward cutting and combining to give you a dynamic twist for your 
favorite novelty fabrics. It’s easier than saying, “super simple strip 

scramble” ten times fast!<br />49" x 83"

Bordered Periwinkle PAT1064 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Your home can have a summery look all year round with this 
beautiful quilt! Gather up some pretty print 10” squares, a periwinkle 

template, some wacky web paper and a little glue, and you’ll be all 
set to sew. BLOCK110, NOT301, NOT300, NOT234
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Kissing Coins PAT1065 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Sweet dreams and good fortune are sure to be yours when you sleep 

under this charming quilt made using 5” squares. BLOCK110 

Sticks & Stones PAT1073 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

You’ll love to curl up under this dazzling beauty. Grab a roll of 2 1/2” 
strips, add a little yardage and you can have this quilt made in no 

time. BLOCK110

Under The Stars PAT1066 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
It’s surprisingly easy to create an array of shining stars by combining 

pieced sashing with 5” squares. BLOCK110

Pinwheels on Point PAT1067 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Simple 2 1/2” strips and a bit of yardage are combined to make this 

sensational quilt. BLOCK110

Tumbler Chevron PAT1068 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

All you need to make this sweet quilt is a small tumbler template and 
four packs of 5” squares. Nudge every other row over a bit, and they 

will line up like little toy soldiers! BLOCK110, NOT128

Phoebes Flower Box PAT1069 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Bordered, elongated 4-patch blocks made from 2 1/2” strips, are all 
that are needed to make this happy quilt that will brighten any room 

in the house. BLOCK110

Summer Bazaar PAT1070 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Double your fun when making this quilt by using our 10” and 5” 

tumbler templates. BLOCK110, NOT128, NOT129

Silly Goose PAT1071 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Our silly geese may not know whether they are coming or going but 

we think they look sensational as they fly past. BLOCK110
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Disappearing 4-Patch PAT1072 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Stitch 5” squares together, make a few slices, twists and turns and, 
presto, chango, a simple 4-patch magically becomes this lovely quilt. 

Shhhh, don’t tell anyone how easy it is! BLOCK110

Indian Summer PAT1199 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Snuggle under this quilt when chilly nights follow the warm days of 
autumn. All you need are a couple of packages of 10” squares and a 

little bit of time!<br />Finished size: 70" x 87 1/2" BLOCK111

Love Notes Star PAT1200 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Little love notes turn into stars in this beautiful quilt. Use 5” squares 
and our quick, easy method of making half-square triangles to breeze 

through this project.<br />Finished size: 82" x 94" BLOCK111

Flutterby PAT1197 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

You’ll rest easy under this quilt loaded with delicate butterfly wings. 
One roll of 2 1/2” strips and a little background fabric is all it takes to 

make your dreams take wing.<br />Finished size: 57" x 69" BLOCK111

Hashtag PAT1198 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

If you’re looking for a quilt pattern for a fan of social media, look no 
further. This quick, easy quilt made using 10” print squares is 

#perfect, #sweet and #justplainfun!<br />Finished size: 61" x 67" BLOCK111

Dresden Squared PAT1194 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

A new twist on an old favorite is always welcome! We’ve squared up 
Dresden Plate blocks and added a thin sashing to make this charming 
quilt. You’ll be all set to go after you pick up a package of 10” squares 

and our Dresden template.<br />Finished size: 45" x 54" BLOCK111

Easy Cathedral 
Window PAT1195 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

We’ve changed this timeless pattern from a time-consuming hand-
piecing project to one that uses a sewing machine and pre-cut 5” 

squares.  Sweet!<br />Finished size: 27" x 18" BLOCK111

Everything Bag PAT1196 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

You’ll fall in love with this all-purpose bag, and, best of all, you can 
have it stitched up in no time flat. Make one or two or a bunch 

because all of your friends are going to want one, too!<br />Finished 
size: 20" x 18" x 3 1/2" BLOCK111
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Merry-Go-Round PAT1201 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Going around and around in circles has never been so much fun! 
While this pattern might look complicated, you’ll discover a few tricks 
that will have you flying through the process.<br />Finished size: 56 

1/2" x 73 1/2" BLOCK111

Chevron Block PAT1193 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Worried about zigging when you should have zagged? Follow the 
easy step-by-step instructions, and you will discover how quickly this 
eye-catching quilt can be made. All you need is a couple of packages 

of 10” squares and a little bit of border fabric.<br />Finished size: 75" 
x 91" BLOCK111

Xs and Os PAT1202 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Just like Xs and Os at the end of a letter signify hugs and kisses, this 
quilt does the same. Pick up some packets of 5” squares to make this 

splendid quilt as a gift for someone near and dear to your heart.<br 
/>Finished size: 68" x 77" BLOCK111

Dresden Sunburst 
Quilt Pattern PAT1204 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

By folding white 5” squares and inserting them between the blades of 
the Dresden Plate, you can add a brilliant spark to this traditional 

pattern. Have a small MSQC Simple Wedge template as well as an 
MSQC 10” Dresden Plate template on hand, and you will be all set to 

go.<br />33" X 33" Wallhanging BLOCK109, NOT291

Hit The Mark Quilt 
Pattern PAT1205 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

needYou can stitch an entire quiver of arrows using our simple fold 
and stitch method when making this quilt. It’s perfect for using up 
some of those 10” squares you’ve collected and gives you another 

excuse to put your half-hexagon and small simple wedge templates 
to work.

Finished size: 86" x 87" BLOCK107, NOT132, NOT296

Garden Party Quilt 
Pattern PAT1206 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Grab some packets of 5” squares and you’ll be able to stitch this 
beautiful garden of blossoms together to brighten any room in your 

home. Best of all, there will be no weeds popping up to spoil your day!
Finished size: 55" x 66" BLOCK101

4-Patch Stars PAT1208 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
A couple of packages of 10” squares, a few afternoons and you can 
be sleeping under the stars, no matter the weather.<br />74" X 90" BLOCK112

Dutchmans Puzzle PAT1210 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

We’ve taken the mystery out of this puzzle and made it easy to 
solve. Just grab a couple of packages of 10” squares and you will be 

all set to sew!<br />81" X 99" BLOCK112
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Jenny's Tents PAT1216 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Reminiscent of a photo of a scout campout, this quilt will be right at 
home amongst the campers in your family as well as those who just 
enjoy toasting marshmallows by the fireplace in the living room. All 
you need are a couple of packages of 10” squares and some border 

fabric!<br />59" X 67" BLOCK112

Jack and Jill PAT1209 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This quilt, with its illusion of movement, reminds us of windmill blades 
turning slowly in the breeze.  Pick up a roll of 2.5” white strips and a 

roll of 2.5” print strips and you’ll be ready to go.<br />73" X 83" BLOCK112

Hunter's Star PAT1207 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

We’ve changed this pattern from complicated to easy as pie! If you 
can make half-square triangles and 4-patches, you can have this quilt 

brightening up any room in the house in a flash.<br />77" X 86" BLOCK112

Flock of Geese PAT1211 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Here’s a Flock of Geese that won’t be migrating! They are staying 
right where they’re at and will be keeping you warm and toasty 

during the cold winter nights ahead.<br />74" X 84.5" BLOCK112

Hard Candy PAT1212 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00
Update your dining room table with this sweet treat, reminiscent of 

peppermints and holiday confections.<br />24" Circle BLOCK112, NOT291

Sunny Skies PAT1213 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

One roll of 2.5” strips, background fabrics and a brilliant blue for a 
border is all you need to make this lovely quilt that will bring little 

rays of sunshine into any room.<br />58" X 74" BLOCK112

Boho Baby PAT1214 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Babies love bright colors as much as quilters love a pattern that goes 
together quickly and easily. This charming pattern fits the bill for 

baby and quilter!<br />43" X 48.5" BLOCK112, NOT128

Square Dance PAT1215 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

You’ll be dancing with joy when you discover how quickly and
easily this quilt is made. Joining 5” squares and 2.5” strips creates 

this graphic beauty.<br /> 67.5" X 90.5" BLOCK112
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Double Square Star PAT1228 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Always shoot for the stars. You might even hit a few when you make 
this charming quilt. Five-inch squares and some background fabric 
make up this wonderful quilt your friends and family will oh and ah 

over. Finished size : 62″ X 75″ BLOCK113

Floating Squares PAT1237 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This puzzling design is so much easier than it appears at first glance. 
A package of 5” squares and some background fabric is all you need 
to make this pretty quilt. This puzzling design is so much easier than 

it appears at first glance. A package of 5” squares and some 
background fabric is all you need to make this pretty quilt.

Finished Size : 45 1/2 ” X 54 1/2 ” BLOCK113

Irish Chain PAT1236 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

You’ll make fast work of this beautiful quilt when using our quick 
strip-piecing technique. A roll of 2.5” strips and some background 

fabric will give you that lovely scrappy look! Finished Size : 91″ X 97″ BLOCK113

Lotus Quilt PAT1231 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Here’s a sweet quilt that always looks fresh and cheerful. A couple of 
pretty packages of 10” squares will get you started on this. Add 

some fusible interfacing and our large MSQC orange peel template 
and you will be all set to go. BLOCK113

New Flying Geese 
Quilt PAT1232 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Flying Geese using only one seam? That’s exactly what we have for 
you in this pattern. It’s so much fun to make that we’ve even included 

a wall hanging. You’ll need 5” squares for the backgrounds and 10” 
squares for the geese. Finished Size : 54" X63" BLOCK113

Pinwheel Party PAT1233 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

The illusion of movement seen in our Pinwheel Party quilt is nothing 
short of stunning! Five-inch squares and background fabric is all you 

need when making this quick, easy quilt. 
Finished Size : 58 1/2 " X 63 3/4 " BLOCK113

Prairie Flower PAT1234 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

A riot of color makes up our Prairie Flower quilt. Just grab your 
favorite package of 10” squares and some background fabric and this 

lovely quilt can be blooming on your bed in no time. 
Finished Size : 74" X 89 1/2 " BLOCK113

Ribbon Star PAT1230 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Even on the darkest night, you’ll never want for a star to wish upon 
with this quilt on your bed. Using 2.5” strips will make this go 

together so quickly; you’ll be able to make your wishes in to time.
Finished Size : 68" x 82" BLOCK113
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4-Patch & Snowball PAT1229 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Wait until you see how quickly this striking quilt goes together! Ten-
inch squares will be your new best friend as you combine it with some 

background fabric to make this graphic charmer. 
Finished Size : 77 1/2" X 95 1/2" BLOCK113

Studio Star PAT1235 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

A whole galaxy of stars shine in this radiant quilt. A roll of 2.5” strips 
combined with some background fabric is all you need to make this 

twinkling quilt. 
Finished Size : 58" X 74" BLOCK113

Cheery-O PAT1257 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Circles and donuts alternate on the top of this sweet quilt using 10” 
squares. And we’re not going to let the small circles we cut out of the 
donuts go to waste, either. We’ve included a little table runner that 

uses them up!
Finished Size: 63" x 72.5"

Crosswalk PAT1249 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

No traffic, no waiting at stop signs! Everything is a go as you put your 
best foot forward and stitch up this lovely quilt!

Finished Size: 67" x 80"

Disappearing 4patch 
Star PAT1256 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Framing our Disappearing 4-Patch block with star points adds 
another dimension to this favorite pattern. You’ll be able to have this 

quilt ready to show off in a twinkling of an eye!
Finished Size: 82" x 94"

Friendship Pinwheel PAT1248 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

We combined the elements of the Hourglass block with a Pinwheel 
and came up with this fantastic result!

Finished Size: 64" x 82"

Four Patch and Strips PAT1229 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Wait until you see how quickly this striking quilt goes together! Ten-
inch squares will be your new best friend as you combine it with some 

background fabric to make this graphic charmer. 
Finished Size : 77 1/2" X 95 1/2"

Ingrids Garden PAT1254 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Big, beautiful blossoms spill all over this gorgeous quilt and uses not 
one inset seam! Seriously, not one!

Finished Size: 92" x 106.25"
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Ohio Star PAT1252 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Quilters are lucky – they can make their own constellations. Give 
them a needle, thread and fabric and soon they will have their own 

sky close at hand.
Finished Size: 88" x 100.5"

Quatrefoil Stars PAT1255 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Stars peek out of surrounding 4-patches in this dazzling quilt. Five-
inch squares make it a snap to make.

Finished Size: 74" x 86"

Sashed Half Hexagon PAT1250 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

This quilt has so much movement to the pattern that it nearly dances 
off of the bed with exuberance! Grab you favorite package of 10” 

squares and turn it into this beautiful quilt!
Finished Size: 50" x 63"

Tangled (Snow) 
Geese PAT1253 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Our silly geese have been blown off-course and ended up in a tangle 
as they try to navigate their way through this charming quilt made 

using 2.5” strips.
Finished Size: 70" x 78"

Dandy Stars PAT1274 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Need a baby gift? This quilt will be perfect for a sweet, new addition 
to a family. We’ve included a bonus project for a darling nursery 

decoration as well. Choose packages of 5” squares and some 
background fabric for this charming quilt.

Finished Size: 49.5" x 49.5".

Dresden Botanica PAT1275 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Snag 6 packages of 5” squares, a Dresden Plate Template and you 
will be well on your way to make this striking Dresden Plate quilt.

Finished Size: 65" x 78.5".

I Spy Jar PAT1276 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Jars are perfect for storing everything from creepy, crawly bugs to 
pretty little shoes for a Barbie doll. Play I Spy with your little ones 

while snuggling at bedtime. Start with a package of 5” squares, add a 
little background fabric and you’ll soon be done!

Finished Size: 50" x 63.5".

Floating hexagons PAT1277 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

The illusion of delicate hexagons floating through air was easily 
accomplished with nary a Y-seam! You’ll need a few packages of 5” 
squares, background fabric, and a little extra for cornerstones. Add 

our MSQC 5” Half-Hexagon Template and you can see this quilt 
swiftly come together. Finished Size: 56" x 78.5".
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Friendship Star 
Sashing PAT1278 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Talk about pizzazz! Patriotic print 10” squares paired with white and 
blue solid sashing pieces make this quilt sparkle and shine.

Finished Size: 77" x 88.5".

Jelly Basket PAT1279 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Looking for a bright, cheery project? 10” squares will soon be your 
new best friend as you stitch this happy quilt together.

Finished Size: 81" x 89".

Rhombus Cube PAT1280 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

There, there, now. We know this looks hard but you can do it! And to 
help you out, we got rid of all those nasty Y-seams. Choose three 

shades of fabric, light, medium and dark and our new Rhombus 
Template and you’ll soon be able to put this stunning quilt to bed.

Finished Size: 80" x 80.75".

Stacks PAT1281 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Reminiscent of stacks of books, this quilt is quickly done when you 
use a roll of print 2.5” strips together with a roll of background 2.5” 

strips. The reader in your family is going to love this!
Finished Size: 76 1/2" X 89".

Summer in the Park PAT1282 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Bright, cheery colors make this quick and easy quilt perfect for picnics 
or the beach. Sew 2.5" strips together into strip set and you’ll be 

amazed at how easy it is to make this bold, graphic quilt!
Finished Size: 74" x 81.75".

Wallflower PAT1283 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

There’s nothing shy and retiring about this wallflower! A package of 
print and a package of background 10” squares and our MSQC Mini 

Orange Peel Template are all you need to get started on this 
delightful quilt!

Finished Size: 64" x 74.5".

Christmas Tree Skirt Pat1285 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

There’s no need to put off making a skirt for the Christmas tree any 
longer. You’ll love how easy this is to put together when you use a 

package of 5” squares, a little border fabric and pretty stripes for the 
binding!Finished size : 45" x 45"

Courthouse Steps Pat1286 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

The beauty of a classic quilt always shine no matter the era in which 
it was made. We’ve sped up the process and eliminated much of the 
tedious cutting by using a couple of rolls of 2 .5” strips. Finished Size: 

76" x 76"
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Cutting Corner Pat1287 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

It’s time to get that roll of 2.5” strips that you’ve been saving out of 
the bin! Pair it with some background fabric and you’ll soon have a 

quilt ready for ohs and ahs! 
Finished size: 60" x 72"

Dashing Stars Pat1288 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

As suave and debonair as an old-time movie star, this quilt will make 
your heart flutter! It’s a perfect pattern for those 10” squares you’ve 

been saving! 
Finished Size : 90" x 90"

Dresden Wreath Pat1289 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

We all like having a wreath to hang during the holidays. Put your 
MSQC Dresden Template to work on a package of 5” squares and 

this lovely piece will soon be ready to hang on the door. 
Finished Size: 28" x 28"

Four Patch lattice Pat1290 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Showcase your favorite packet of 5” squares in this eye-catching 
quilt. Add some 1.5” strips to create glorious movement! And best of 

all, it’s quick and easy! 
Finished Size :67" x 76"

Half Hexy Snowman Pat1291 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Here are a couple of snowmen that won’t ever turn into puddles! Use 
your MSQC Half-Hexagon ruler and some 10” squares to stitch 

these sweet fellows up. 
Finished Size : 19 1/4"x 45"

Sashed Tumbler Pat1292 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Narrow sashing strips add zest and zing to our tumblers! Three 
packages of 5” squares, the MSQC Tumbler Template and some 

bright background fabric is all you need to make this stunning quilt. 
Finished Size : 57" x 77"

Starburst Pat1293 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

Change a simple star into a supernova! A package of 10” squares is 
just the ticket when making this flashy Starburst quilt. 

Finished Size : 58" x 58"

Surprise Pinwheels Pat1294 6 $1.50 $4.95 $9.00

We love surprises! We flipped a strip around and suddenly a pinwheel 
popped into the center of our block! Pick up a roll of 2.5” strips, add a 
little background fabric, and you’ll be ready to make this lovely quilt. 

Finished Size : 65" x 87"
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PUBLICATIONS

Block Magazine (Issue 
1)

BLOCK10
1 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by MSQC is a magazine we design, produce, and publish all in 
house here at MSQC! There are no ads in it, not a single one. We 

take tutorials that Mom has done on the youtube channel and write 
the patterns, then make the quilts out of new fabric and write stories 
and guides to go along with them. Lots of photos, ideas for projects, 

and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in every issue! 

NOT700, NOT710, NOT234, NOT295, 
NOT1209, BUND007, PAT741, PAT765, 

PAT978, PAT762, PAT764, PAT770, 
PAT763, PAT760, PAT863, PAT1206

Block Magazine (Issue 
2)

BLOCK10
2 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by MSQC is a magazine we design, produce, and publish all in 
house here at MSQC! There are no ads in it, not a single one. We 

take tutorials that Mom has done on the youtube channel and write 
the patterns, then make the quilts out of new fabric and write stories 
and guides to go along with them. Lots of photos, ideas for projects, 

and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in every issue! 

NOT132, NOT128, NOT658, NOT291, 
NOT1209, BUND007, PAT729, PAT768, 

PAT726, PAT769, PAT728, PAT766, 
PAT730, PAT732, PAT727, PAT725

Block Magazine 
Summer 2014 Vol1 

Issue 3 Block103
BLOCK10

3 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 

every issue!

NOT128, NOT131, NOT056, NOT132, 
NOT291, NOT129, NOT1209, 

BUND007, PAT747, PAT743, PAT749, 
PAT744, PAT742, PAT750, PAT751, 

PAT745, PAT748, PAT746

Block Magazine Late 
Summer 2014 Vol 1 

Issue 4 Block104
BLOCK10

4 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 

every issue!

NOT301, NOT234, NOT300, NOT1209, 
BUND007, PAT778, PAT775, PAT777, 

PAT774, PAT773, PAT780, PAT779, 
PAT772, PAT776, PAT771

Block Magazine (Issue 
5)

BLOCK10
5 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 

every issue! 

NOT132, NOT1209, BUND007, PAT869, 
PAT870, PAT867, PAT878, PAT864, 
PAT865, PAT872, PAT871, PAT868

Block Magazine 
Holiday Vol 1 Issue 6 

(Issue 6)
BLOCK10

6 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 

every issue! 

NOT291, NOT253, NOT1209, 
BUND007, PAT873, PAT887, PAT893, 

PAT892, PAT888, PAT885, PAT889, 
PAT894, PAT876, PAT891

Block Magazine 
Winter 2015 Vol 2 

Issue 1
BLOCK10

7 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 

every issue! 

NOT032, NOT132, NOT296, NOT253, 
NOT567, NOT234, NOT291, NOT128, 
BUND039, PAT932, PAT926, PAT928, 

PAT929, PAT927, PAT931, PAT944, 
PAT1205
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Block Magazine 
Spring 2015 Vol 2 

Issue 2 (Issue 8)
BLOCK10

8 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 

every issue! 

NOT470, NOT295, NOT253, BUND039, 
PAT981, PAT980, PAT985, PAT987, 

PAT1002, PAT982, PAT983, PAT984, 
PAT986, PAT979

Block Magazine 
Summer 2015 Vol 2 

Issue 3
BLOCK10

9 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 

every issue! 

NOT291, NOT296, NOT234, NOT253, 
NOT295, NOT128, BUND039, PAT1056, 

PAT1055, PAT1051, PAT1053, 
PAT1054, PAT1057, PAT1050, 
PAT1052, PAT1059, PAT1058, 

PAT1204

Block Magazine (Issue 
10)

BLOCK11
0 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 

every issue! 

NOT301, NOT300, NOT234, NOT128, 
NOT129, BUND039 PAT1064, PAT1072, 

PAT1066, PAT1065, PAT1069, 
PAT1067, PAT1071, PAT1073, 

PAT1068

Block Magazine Vol 2 
Issue 5 Block111 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 

every issue! 

NOT291, BUND039, PAT1194, 
PAT1195, PAT1196, PAT1197, 
PAT1198, PAT1199, PAT1200, 
PAT1201, PAT1202, PAT1193

Block Magazine Vol 2 
Issue 6 Block112 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 
every issue! If you don't love it, send it back, we'll give you a refund, 

but don't worry, you'll love it! :)

NOT128, NOT291, NOT1789, 
BUND039, PAT1208, PAT1210, 
PAT1216, PAT1209, PAT1207, 
PAT1211, PAT1212, PAT1213, 

PAT1214, PAT1215

Block Magazine Vol 3 
Issue 1 Block113 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 
every issue! If you don't love it, send it back, we'll give you a refund, 

but don't worry, you'll love it! :)

Block Magazine Vol 3 
Issue 2 Block114 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 
every issue! If you don't love it, send it back, we'll give you a refund, 

but don't worry, you'll love it! :)
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Block Magazine Vol 3 
Issue 3 Block115 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 
every issue! If you don't love it, send it back, we'll give you a refund, 

but don't worry, you'll love it! :)

Block Magazine Vol 3 
Issue 4 Block116 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 
every issue! If you don't love it, send it back, we'll give you a refund, 

but don't worry, you'll love it! :) 

Block Magazine Vol 3 
Issue 5 Block117 12 $3.25 $5.95 $6.25

BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, 
produce, and publish all in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in 

it, not a single one. We take tutorials that Mom has done on the 
youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of 

new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of 
photos, ideas for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in 
every issue! If you don't love it, send it back, we'll give you a refund, 

but don't worry, you'll love it! :) 

ModBlock Magazine - 
A Special Issue by 

MSQC
blockm10

1 12 $3.25 $5.99 $6.25

We are so thrilled to introduce our first edition of Modblock. Our 
philosophy has always been that quilting should be fun, that there are 
no quilt police, and that a mistake is really just a new idea waiting to 
be developed! We feel the Modern movement fits in perfectly with 

our thinking. Modern quilts have sparked our desire to learn and try 
new techniques, to play with shapes, try new colors, and break down 
the rules and barriers of traditional quilting. These types of patterns 

are perfect for beginners who are ready to break into the world of 
quilting. They are also fun for the more seasoned quilter who is ready 

to try something new. There is a new-found freedom that you feel 
when making a modern quilt. You can follow the pattern or break free 
and choose your own design path. There are no rules, just great ideas 

to help you get started! In this edition we will discuss color theory, 
improvisational piecing, traditional paper piecing, quilt-as-you-go, 

and the use of traditional quilting tools in unexpected ways. It is our 
goal to get you excited about trying new things and taking some 

quilting risks. We think the results will amaze and inspire you. We are 
so excited to share this with you and hope you enjoy this edition of 

Modblock. Let’s go make cool stuff together!

NOT296, NOT128, NOT234, NOT132, 
NOT700, NOT710, PAT898, PAT901, 
PAT905, PAT900, PAT899, PAT897, 
PAT903, PAT896, PAT902, PAT904
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ModBlock Magazine - 
Volume 2 Issue 1

Blockm10
2 12 $3.25 $5.99 $6.25

ModBlock is back and this time we’re exploring the form and function 
of quilts. Quilts are both beautiful and useful. They aren’t just made 

to hang on a wall, they’re made to wrap around our loved ones. In this 
issue, we aim to be inspired by quilts of the past and make new 
traditions too. There’s no wrong way to go about it. Play with 

pattern, simplify, or even embellish, it’s all up to you. In addition to 
form and function, we talk about using negative space, simplifying 

designs, and using traditional quilt blocks in new ways. Our goal is to 
help you see existing patterns with new eyes, or venture into 

uncharted territory and try something entirely different. With simple 
techniques, a whole new world of possibilities can open up for you! 

Thank you for joining us and we hope you love this issue of Modblock. 
Let’s go create something awesome together!

BOOK248, BLOCK106, BOOK125, 
BLOCK104

MSQC 2014 Block 
Box Set Collector 

Case NOT1209 6 8.95 $10.95 $12.00
Magazines are NOT included with this item. It is a custom box set 
collector case to store all 6 issues of Block Magazine from 2014.

NOT1210, BUND007, BLOCK101, 
BLOCK102, BLOCK103, BLOCK104, 

BLOCK105, BLOCK106

MSQC BLOCK 
Collectors Set BUND007 6 $27.95 $41.95 $50.00

All six issues of BLOCK Magazine from 2014 as a custom box set. 
The BLOCK Magazine had its first year of existence in 2014 and you 
were there with us! Commemorate the moment and show case your 

editions of the magazine beautifully on your shelf for easy access 
when you need to go back to one of them! BUND039, NOT1209, NOT1789

MSQC 2015 Block 
Box Set Collector 

Case NOT1789 6 8.95 $10.95 $12.00
Magazines are NOT included with this item. It is a custom box set 
collector case to store all 6 issues of Block Magazine from 2014.

NOT1209, BUND039, BUND007, 
BLOCK107, BLOCK108, BLOCK109, 
BLOCK110, BLOCK111, BLOCK112

MSQC 2015 Block 
Collectors Set BUND039 6 $27.95 $41.95 $50.00

All six issues of BLOCK Magazine from 2015 as a custom box set. 
Show case your editions of the magazine beautifully on your shelf for 

easy access when you need to go back to one of them!

NOT1789, NOT1209, BUND007, 
BLOCK107, BLOCK108, BLOCK109, 
BLOCK110, BLOCK111, BLOCK112

MSQC Calendar 
2016 NOT1893 6 $3.00 $9.95

Enjoy quilting your way through 2016 with this inspiring monthly 
calendar from MSQC. This would make a great gift for a quilting 

enthusiast! NOT907

Stitched Together 
(Issue 1) BOOK125 6 $7.50 $14.95 $20.00

Stitched Together is a compilation of stories written by regular folks 
like you and me whose lives have been touched by quilting. You'll 

laugh, you'll cry, you may even cheer out loud as you read story after 
story of the unique power of quilting.<br />Stitched Together is the 

perfect gift for any quilter! BOOK272

Stitched Together 
(Vol2) BOOK272 6 $7.50 $14.95 $20.00

This is the second volume in our Stitched Together series.<br /><br 
/>Stitched Together is a compilation of stories written by regular 
folks like you and me whose lives have been touched by quilting. 

You'll laugh, you'll cry, you may even cheer out loud as you read story 
after story of the unique power of quilting.<br /><br />Stitched 

Together is the perfect gift for any quilter! BOOK125

Grandma's in the 
Garbage - A Memory 
Quilt Book by Steve & 

Mica Westover BOOK247 3 $5.20 $14.95 $16.00
Grandma creates a memory quilt for her granddaughter from scraps 

of unforgettable fabrics.
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Quilter's Precut 
Companion BOOK248 6 $5.50 $8.50 $9.95

Everything you need to know about making quilts with precuts... 
Master precuts with this complete and indispensable guide to 

working with Charm Packs, Layer Cakes, Jelly Rolls, Turnovers, and 
more! Sew 25 traditional blocks from squares, half-square triangles, 

and precut strips with timesaving tips and tricks from the one and 
only Missouri Star Quilt Company. You’ll cover all the basics, 

including precut options, standard quilt sizes and needle types. Plus, 
finish your quilt like a pro with yardage and cutting info for borders, 
backings, and bindings! Easy-to-use charts, tables, and illustrations 

are at your fingertips in this handy, spiral-bound guide that’s easy to 
take with you. 

Man Sewing Color 
Strata Book BOOK268 6 $6.95 $14.95 $19.99

Everything you need to know about making quilts with precuts... 
Master precuts with this complete and indispensable guide to 

working with Charm Packs, Layer Cakes, Jelly Rolls, Turnovers, and 
more! Sew 25 traditional blocks from squares, half-square triangles, 

and precut strips with timesaving tips and tricks from the one and 
only Missouri Star Quilt Company. You’ll cover all the basics, 

including precut options, standard quilt sizes and needle types. Plus, 
finish your quilt like a pro with yardage and cutting info for borders, 
backings, and bindings! Easy-to-use charts, tables, and illustrations 

are at your fingertips in this handy, spiral-bound guide that’s easy to 
take with you. 

KITS AND BUNDLES

Mini Periwinkle 
Bundle BUND005 6 5.63 13.35 $18.75

Mini Wacky Web  Bundle. Not only do our kit bundles correspond 
with Jenny’s tutorials, but you can also throw in your own fabric and 

get your customers started on a new project.

Mini Periwinkle 
Starter Bundle BUND010 6 13.25 24.25 31.75

Bundle includes: Mini Wacky Web Template
Mini Wacky Web Paper Refills

Lapel Stick
Mini Periwinkle Pattern

Special MSQC Tote

Paper Stories Starter 
Bundle BUND009 6 13.44 21.8 32.25

Bundle includes: 10" square papers,
lapel stick

Paper Stories Quilt Pattern
Special MSQC Tote

Wacky Web Starter 
Bundle BUND008 6 14.25 29.75 41.25

Bundle includes: Wacky Web Template
Lapel Stick from BandK Enterprises

Wacky Web Paper Refills
Wacky Web Pattern
Special MSQC Tote

Wacky Web Starter 
Set BUND100 6 11.59 $19.95 $29.00

Includes - 1 Wacky Web Template, 1 pack of Wacky Web paper 
refills (250 pieces), and one Lapel Stick.

MISCELLANEOUS

Cuddle Minky Scarf 
Kit - Chinchilla 

Cappuccino KIT153 3 5.95 $8.95 $9.25 A 13" x 60" strip of Minky Fabric and pattern.
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Cuddle Minky Scarf 
Kit - Crushed Plum KIT167 3 5.95 $8.95 $9.25 A 13" x 60" strip of Cuddle Minky Fabric and pattern.

Man Sewing Midnight 
Blue T-Shirt NOT1227 4 14.65 16.95 20

This stylish T-shirt is perfect for anyone that is a Man Sewing fan in 
your house!  We love Rob Appell and the Man Sewing Brand and 

know that you'll look super stylish in this shirt with the manly Sewing 
Machine on the Front and Man Sewing logo across the shoulders on 

the back.  Our 100% cotton, 5.3 oz  t-shirt in Midnight Blue with 
white printing is made by Gilden. 

MSQC Black Custom 
Apron with Pockets NOT745 2 19.95 27.95 $30.00

Own a piece of the the Missouri Star Quilt Company - grab the same 
aprons that the gals in the shop wear!  Each apron is made of 420 
denier nylon pack cloth and is urethane coated. 100 thread count.

Missouri Star Quilt 
Company Hot 

Chocolate / Coffee 
Mug - Large 15 oz 

Ceramic (BLUE) NOT860 3 8.95 13.95 $14.50
Own your very own piece of MSQC paraphernalia in this lovely, top-

of-the line mug!

Missouri Star Quilt 
Company Hot 

Chocolate / Coffee 
Mug - Large 15oz 

Ceramic NOT542 3 8.75 12.95 $13.50
Own your very own piece of MSQC paraphernalia in this lovely, top-

of-the line mug.  It's one of a kind!

MSQC Plastic 
Ornament NOT969 6 $3.50 $5.50 $6.50 3 1/4" Round Plastic Shatterproof MSQC Collector's Ornament

MSQC Wood 
Ornament NOT968 6 $4.25 $6.95 $8.50 3" x 4" x 1/8" Wooden MSQC Collector's Ornament

Stonehenge 
Celebration Wall 

Hanging Kit KIT121 3 21.65 $29.95 $34.00

Get in the holiday spirit with the stunning Celebration Kit.  Makes a 
beautiful Independence Day wall hanging that will illuminate your 

home for years to come.  Kit includes Celebration panel (measures 
approx. 24" x 44"), backing, and a pack of 20 LED lights.

MSQC Shopping Tote 
Blue NOT856 6 $2.00 $2.95 $3.25

This reusable shopping bag sports stitched seams for durability, side 
and bottom gussets for extra room, and a hemmed opening.  

Features tear resistance, a water repellent finish, and reinforced 12" 
handles for added strength and peace-of-mind. <br />Size: 10" x 8" x 

4".

Missouri Star Quilt 
Co. Wooden Postcard NOT1475 6 $5.00 $7.98 $8.25

An adorable collectible wooden postcard of the Missouri Star Quilt 
Company Logo. 4.25" X 6" inches with rounded edges.

MSQC Mints NOT980 6 $2.00 $2.95 $4.00
White 0.5 oz. sugar free peppermints packaged in white round metal 

tin that clicks to open.

I Love MSQC Mints NOT979 6 $2.00 $2.95 $4.00
White 0.5 oz. sugar free peppermints packaged in white round metal 

tin that clicks to open.
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Hamilton, Missouri 
Quilt Town USA 

Wooden Postcard NOT1474 6 $5.00 $7.98 $8.25
An adorable collectible wooden postcard scene of the storefront of 

Missouri Star Quilt Company.  4.25" X6 " inches.

MSQC Star Graph 
Paper Journal

NOT 
1310 6 $8.50 $11.95 $13.00

Souvenir MSQC Journal with a "Missouri Star" cover. Contains 75 
pages of graph paper 5" x 7" 

MSQC Birdie Graph 
Paper Journal NOT1309 6 $8.50 $11.95 $13.00

Souvenir MSQC Journal with a "Birdie" cover. Contains 75 pages of 
graph paper 5" x 7" 

Missouri Star Quilt 
Playing cards NOT970 6 $3.25 $5.50 $4.95

Collector’s edition playing cards, featuring quilt designs by Jenny 
Doan and the Missouri Star Quilt Co. family.  Quality playing cards 

with "easy deal" edges.  Single deck of 52 cards.  A great gift for the 
quilt lover in your life who also enjoys playing card games like bridge, 

rummy, canasta, and others. 

MSQC Shopping Tote 
Purple NOT908 6 $2.00 $2.95 $3.25

This reusable shopping bag sports stitched seams for durability, side 
and bottom gussets for extra room, and a hemmed opening.  

Features tear resistance, a water repellent finish, and reinforced 12" 
handles for added strength and peace-of-mind. <br />Size: 10" x 8" x 

4".

MSQC Shopping Tote 
Pink NOT862 6 $2.00 $2.95 $3.25

This reusable shopping bag sports stitched seams for durability, side 
and bottom gussets for extra room, and a hemmed opening.  

Features tear resistance, a water repellent finish, and reinforced 12" 
handles for added strength and peace-of-mind. <br />Size: 10" x 8" x 

4".

MSQC Shopping Tote 
Yellow NOT1799 2 $2.00 $2.95 $3.25

This reusable shopping bag sports stitched seams for durability, side 
and bottom gussets for extra room, and a hemmed opening. Features 

tear resistance, a water repellent finish, and reinforced 12" handles 
for added strength and peace-of-mind. 

Size: 10" x 8" x 4".

MSQC Shopping Tote 
Royal Blue NOT1798 2 $2.00 $2.95 $3.25

This reusable shopping bag sports stitched seams for durability, side 
and bottom gussets for extra room, and a hemmed opening. Features 

tear resistance, a water repellent finish, and reinforced 12" handles 
for added strength and peace-of-mind. 

Size: 10" x 8" x 4".

MSQC Shopping Tote 
Orange NOT1797 2 $2.00 $2.95 $3.25

This reusable shopping bag sports stitched seams for durability, side 
and bottom gussets for extra room, and a hemmed opening. Features 

tear resistance, a water repellent finish, and reinforced 12" handles 
for added strength and peace-of-mind. 

Size: 10" x 8" x 4".

MSQC Shopping Tote 
Lime Green NOT1796 2 $2.00 $2.95 $3.25

This reusable shopping bag sports stitched seams for durability, side 
and bottom gussets for extra room, and a hemmed opening. Features 

tear resistance, a water repellent finish, and reinforced 12" handles 
for added strength and peace-of-mind. 

Size: 10" x 8" x 4".

MSQC Shopping Tote 
Red NOT1795 2 $2.00 $2.95 $3.25

This reusable shopping bag sports stitched seams for durability, side 
and bottom gussets for extra room, and a hemmed opening. Features 

tear resistance, a water repellent finish, and reinforced 12" handles 
for added strength and peace-of-mind. 

Size: 10" x 8" x 4".
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MSQC Shopping Tote 
Blue NOT856 2 $2.00 $2.95 $3.25

This reusable shopping bag sports stitched seams for durability, side 
and bottom gussets for extra room, and a hemmed opening. Features 

tear resistance, a water repellent finish, and reinforced 12" handles 
for added strength and peace-of-mind. 

Size: 10" x 8" x 4".

MSQC Night Eye 
Mask NOT2417 2 $2.37 $4.75 $5.00

Rest easy with our new eye mask that will help you fall asleep easily! 
Elastic strap stretches to fit most. This reusable item is perfect at 

home or on the go.
8" W x 3" H.

"Happy Quilting!" 
Love, Jenny Wooden 

Postcard NOT1484 6 $5.00 $7.95 $8.25

An adorable collectible wooden postcard with a lovely picture of 
Jenny and "Happy Quilting" saying along with Jenny's signature.  

4.25" X 6" inches, with rounded edges.

Tube Bead for Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ327 3 $2.50 $5.95 $6.25

 Add a charm to this pretty filigree tube bead your "Pandora" 
bracelet!   

KITS

 Magic in the 
Moonlight Kit CK105 2 74.5 299.95 337

Follow Santa's journey on Christmas Eve across the night sky with 
this fabulous quilt, destined to become a family heirloom. Complete 
with reindeer, snowmen, and a peaceful town below, it's even more 

fanciful sewn up in Sugar Plum fabrics by McKenna Ryan. Kit includes 
6 patterns and fabrics for top and binding. Backing sold separately, 3 

1/2 yards needed. 
Finished Size: 55" x 58"

MSQC Cotton + Steel 
Hashtag Kit CK113 2 $49.50 $98.95 $103.00

Join the social media revolution with the Hashtag quilt in charming 
Cotton + Steel basics. #ilovethisquilt Kit includes pattern and fabrics 

for top and binding, including precut 10” squares. Backing sold 
separately, 4 yards needed.

Finshed Size: 61" x 67"

 MSQC Tiger Lily 
Dresden Sunburst Kit CK108 2 $37.00 $73.95 $78.00

At the peak of summer, a bright sunflower blooms in all it's glory. 
Capture it's essence and bring the sunshine in with this wall hanging 
in radiant Blossom Batiks by Flaurie & Finch. Follow along with the 

MSQC tutorial on YouTube. Kit includes pattern and batik fabrics for 
top and binding. Backing sold separately, 1 yard needed. For easy 
cutting and precise piecing, use the MSQC Large Dresden Plate 

Template for 10" squares with this kit. 
Finished Size : 33" x 33"

MSQC Trinkets It's 
All an Illusion Kit CK108 2 $37.00 $73.95 $78.00

Gather up your favorite Trinkets and make a playful quilt with this 
eclectic assortment of goodies. Kit includes pattern and Cotton + 

Steel fabrics for top and binding, including precut 10” squares. 
Backing sold separately, 3 1/2 yards needed. 

Finished Size: 54" x 71"

MSQC Wrapped in 
Joy Hexagon 

Ornament Table 
Runner Kit KIT1423 2 $23.00 $45.95 $50.00

Create the cutest holiday table runner with hexagons and have no 
fear, these hexies don't have any Y-seams to trip you up. They're 

easy as pie. Grab a half-hexagon template and you'll be done before 
you know it! This kit includes the pattern and fabrics for the top, 
binding and backing. Follow along with the tutorial on the MSQC 

website. 
Finished Size : 37" x 19"
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MSQC Woodland Pals 
Dressed to the Nines 

Kit CK126 2 $34.95 69.95 74

In a sunny forest clearing, cute Woodland Pals are gathering for a 
celebration. They're Dressed to the Nines and having a blast! This 

easy quilt features fuzzy bears, curious foxes, prickly hedgehogs, and 
wide-eyed owls and it comes together quickly with precuts. Kit 

includes pattern and fabrics for the top and binding, Backing sold 
separately, 3 1/2 yards needed.

Finished Size: 55" x 68".

MSQC Sweet 
Meadow Boho Baby 
Kit CK127 2 29.5 58.95 58.95

Sweet woodland animal prints play together in perfect harmony. 
Flannel Boho Baby quilt comes in two colors, for boys or girls. Kit 

includes pattern and flannel fabrics for top and binding. Backing sold 
separately, 3 yards needed. Quilt uses the MSQC 5" Tumbler 

Template for easy cutting and exact piecing.
Finished Size: 43" x 48".

MSQC Beverly Park 
Disappearing 
Hourglass Kit CK123 2 53.5 106.95 $111.00

Hydrangeas bloom all year long in classic blues, purples, and greens. 
Kit includes pattern and Beverly Park fabrics for the top and binding, 

including precut 10” squares. Accompanied by an MSQC tutorial. 
Backing sold separately, 5 1/4 yards needed.

Finished Size: 62" x 74".

MSQC Freesia 
Triangle Tango Kit CK107 2 $68.47 136.95 141

Like a brilliant sunset mirrored in deep blue water, washing up onto 
pale sands, this quilt features colorful batik triangles showcased 

against a fresh white background. The Freesia Trangle Tango quilt is 
a version of the popular Falling Triangles quilt. Follow along with the 
MSQC tutorial on YouTube. Kit includes pattern and fabrics for top 

and binding. Backing sold separately, 3 1/4 yards needed. 
Finished Size : 49" x 57" 

MSQC Oasis Ladies 
Luncheon Kit

CK122 2 $68.47 $136.95 $141.00

Drift off to sleep under a beautiful quilt in comforting, serene colors. 
Kit includes pattern and Oasis fabrics by Flaurie & Finch for top and 
binding, including precut 5” charms. Backing sold separately, 7 1/4 

yards needed.
Finished Size: 76" x 94".

Wrapped in Joy Kit KIT1376 2 $66.97 $133.95 $135.00

You'll be singing "Joy to the World" when your quilt is done! Get the 
look of applique with easy piecing in this cute and festive kit by 
Rachel Pellman. All the blocks are preprinted, just stitch them 

together and rejoice! Kit includes pattern and fabrics for top and 
binding. Backing sold separately, 4 yards needed.

Finished Size : 60" x 76"

Summer Trellis Quilt 
Kit KIT1565 2 $106.47 212.95 216

Turn heads with a Summer Trellis quilt in fresh Blossom Batiks. Kit 
includes pattern and batik fabric for top and binding. Backing sold 

separately, 4 3/4 yards needed.
Finished Size: 66" x 76".

Daisy Daydream Kit KIT1598 2 $104.97 $209.95 $212.00

Ever wake up from a daydream wishing it were real? This gorgeous 
rainbow-hued daisy quilt is like a dream brought to life! Create this 

work of art out of Blossom Batiks by Flaurie & Finch using pieced and 
fusible machine applique techniques. They seek to introduce modern 

quilting techniques to traditional batik fabric. This quilt is bound to 
make you smile. Kit includes pattern and batik fabrics for top and 

binding. Backing sold separately, 4 yards needed. 
Finished Size : 52" x 64"
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MSQC Beverly Park 
Orange Peel Kit CK114 2 $99.95 $199.95 $213.00

I’ll teach you how to make this stunning Orange Peel quilt the easy 
way with fusible appliqué. There’s no need for laborious cutting with a 
Sizzix Circle Magic Die. The Small MSQC Orange Peel Template can 
be used as well. Kit includes pattern and Beverly Park fabrics for top 
and binding, including precut 5” squares. Backing sold separately, 8 

yards needed. 
Finished Size : 86" x 95"

Snow Friends Wall 
Quilt Kit KIT1289 2 $12.25 24.5 $25.00

These little snowmen grew up together, flake by flake. Now they're 
best friends, enjoying the wintry weather with smiles on their faces 

and cozy scarves around their necks. This darling mini quilt is perfect 
for gifting. Kit includes fabric for top, binding, backing, and wool felt 

for applique. 
Finished size: 13" x 15"

Just Be Claus It's 
Christmas Quilt Kit KIT1414 2 $21.97 $43.95 $45.00

Deck the halls with this heartwarming holiday quilt by Robin 
Kingsley! This speedy project will save you time, the center panel of 

this quilt makes for easy construction. Kit includes pattern and 
fabrics for top and binding. Backing sold separately, 1 1/3 yards 

needed. 
Finished Size : 37" x 37"

Summer Trellis Table 
Runner Kit KIT1564 2 $54.97 $109.95 $114.00

Turn heads with a Summer Trellis table runner in fresh Blossom 
Batiks. Kit includes pattern and batik fabric for top and binding. 

Backing sold separately, 1 1/2 yards needed.
Finished Size: 62" x 18".

Crocheted Kisses Kit KIT1388 2 $99.97 $199.95 $208.00

Granny squares pieced instead of crocheted! Kit, designed by Flaurie 
and Finch, includes pattern and batik fabrics for the top and binding 

from the Blossom Batiks collection by RJR Fabrics.
You will need 8-1/4 yards of fabric for backing.

Finished size 88" x 99".

Twas the Night Kit KIT1387 2 $27.47 54.95 57

Twas the night before Christmas and guess what? All your quilting 
projects are done, thanks to this beautiful kit from Flaurie & Finch! 
The panel center makes piecing a breeze. Kit includes instructions 

and fabrics for top and binding. Backing sold separately, 1 3/4 yards 
needed. 

Finished Size : 33" x 48"

Come Sit a Spell Quilt 
Kit KIT1400 2 $13.97 $27.95 $29.00

Welcome guests into your home to Come Sit a Spell with this spooky 
panel quilt kit designed by Stephanie Marrot. Can be made in an 
afternoon so you'll be ready when the witching hour strikes! Kit 

includes pattern and fabrics for top and binding. Backing sold 
separately, 1 7/8 yards needed. It's almost a full moon! 

Finshed Size : 24" x 43"

MSQC Prisma Dyes 
Rainbow Dreams Kit CK111 2 $34.97 $69.95 $75.00

Look up in the sky. Do you see it? Shinning through the rain, a bright 
rainbow arches across the clouds. Stitch up a fresh, modern Rainbow 
Dreams quilt with Artisan Batiks Prisma Dyes.Kit includes pattern 
and batik fabrics for top and binding, including precut 10" squares. 

Batik backing sold separately, 5 3/4 yards needed. 
Finished Size : 62" x 74"

Pinewood Tree Skirt 
or Table Topper Kit

KIT1386 2 $44.97 $89.95 $91.00

Every Christmas tree deserves the perfect finishing touch. Wrap 
your beautiful tree in a Pinewood Tree Skirt and celebrate! This 
versatile kit can be made into a tree skirt or a table topper. Kit 

includes pattern and fabrics for top and binding. Backing sold 
separately, 3 1/4 yards needed. 

Finished Size : 48" x 48"
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MSQC Cornucopia 
Disappearing 

Pinwheel Friendship 
Star Kit CK110 2 $49.97 $99.95 $105.00

Our Disappearing Pinwheel has found a new way to twinkle its way 
into your heart. With just a few cuts, turns and twists, a package of 

print and a package of solid 10” squares are transformed into a 
constellation celebrating friendship. 

Finished Size : 63" x 74"

My Missouri Star Kit KIT1413 2 $60.97 $121.95 $124.00

Easy to work with Woolies Flannel feels like wool but stitches up like 
a dream! Make a cozy Missouri Star quilt with precuts. Kit includes 

pattern and flannel for top and binding, including 2 1/2” strips. 
Backing sold separately, 4 yards needed.

Finished Size: 60" x 76"

MSQC Jelly Bean 
Flying Geese Log 

Cabin Kit CK109 2 $42.47 $84.95 $89.00

Make a traditional Log Cabin quilt with a twist, just add Flying Geese 
and watch it soar! Using fanciful Jelly Bean Tonga Treats batiks, this 

kit includes pattern, fabric for top and binding, including precut 2 1/2” 
strips. Backing sold separately, 5 yards needed. 

Finished Size: 64" x 80"

Wanna Ice Skate? Kit KIT1434 2 $33.47 $66.95 $69.00

Playful bears peep through frosted windows in these two adorable 
panel quilt kits. You just can't make one without the other! They're so 
cute as a pair. Kit includes pattern and Sugarplum fabrics for top and 

binding. Backing sold separately, 1 1/8 yards needed each. 
Finsihed Size: 29" x 33"

Toile Stars Kit KIT1432 2 $43.97 $87.95 $87.95

Scarlet stars are big and bright atop a timeless toile background. Kit 
includes pattern and fabrics for top and binding from the Betsy’s 
Baskets Collection by Darlene Zimmerman for Robert Kaufman 

Fabrics. Backing sold separately, 3 5/8 yards needed.
Finished Size: 56" x 68".

Winter Dance With 
Stars Kit KIT1428 2 $82.47 $164.95 $167.00

Available in two festive colorways, Dance with Stars will dazzle with 
an array of snowflakes against a background of crimson or white. If 
you're looking for a gift that will be remembered for years to come, 

this quilt is it! Kit includes pattern and batik fabrics for top and 
binding. Backing sold separately, 5 1/2 yards needed. 

Finished Size: 70" x 80"

Pin Peddlers
Rondelle Spacers for 
Charm Holder by Pin 

Peddlers QJ326 3 $3.00 $6 $6.25
Use these little "rondelle" spacer beads to space the charms on our 

Charm Holders and Pin Buddies. 24 pieces per pack.

Charm Fob by Pin 
Peddlers QJ325 $24.00

$10 (pack 
of 24) $2.95 $3.50

2.5" of black nylon fob with a silver plated metal attachment and 
heavy duty large jump ring on the end to attach a charm. Also great 
as a zipper pull charm!  Zip drive charm!  Cell phone charm!  Identify 

your scissors with a scissors charm fob!

Floral Teapot Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ200 3 $2.75 $4.95 $5.50

China blue floral and white teapot shaped pin. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Terrier Charm 
Standing White by Pin 

Peddlers QJ304 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Cute, standing white terrier charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. Size: 9/16"

Labrador Retriever 
Charm Black by Pin 

Peddlers QJ301 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Black Labrador dog face charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. Size: 9/16"
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Labrador Retriever 
Charm Yellow by Pin 

Peddlers QJ300 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Yellow Labrador dog face charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. Size: 9/16"

Golden Retriever 
Charm Dark by Pin 

Peddlers QJ299 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Happy dog face in dark brown. Charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. Size: 9/16"

Sewing Angel Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ295 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Happy sewing angel charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 
slide onto our charm holders.

Modern Sewing 
Machine Charm by 

Pin Peddlers QJ294 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

White "modern" sewing machine charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Bus Charm by Pin 
Peddlers Qj291 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Ready for a quilt bus tour! This bus charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. Size: 5/8"

Button Flower Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ290 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Bright flower button charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. 

Storm At Sea Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ288 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Storm at Sea charm block is hand enameled in shade of blue. Charm 
is top quality nickel plated, with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. 

Butterfly Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ286 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Delicate butterfly charm is top quality nickel plated, hand enameled, 
highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or slide onto 

our charm holders. 

Cross Charm by Pin 
Peddlers QJ285 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Elegant cross charm in yellow and blue is made of top quality nickel 
plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to 

your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Wedding Ring Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ284 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Pretty wedding ring block in pinks and green, charm is top quality 
nickel plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach 

to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Dogwood Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ286 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Delicate dogwood blossom with pink petals charm is top quality 
nickel plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach 

to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. Size: 1/2"

Penny Rug Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ282 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Penny Rug shaped charm in homespun colors. Pin is black nickel 
plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to 

your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. Size: 1/2

Baby Turtle Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ280 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Baby turtle charm is top quality nickel plated, hand enameled, highly 
polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or slide onto our 

charm holders. 

Christmas Ornament 
Charm by Pin 

Peddlers QJ279 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Christmas Ornament charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to 
your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. 

Friendship Star 
Charm by Pin 

Peddlers QJ278 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Friendship star charm is top quality nickel plated with red, white and 
blue enamels, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry 

or slide onto our charm holders. Size: 1/2"
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Measuring Tape 
Charm by Pin 

Peddlers QJ277 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Yellow measuring tape charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. 

Queen Bee Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ276 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Queen bee wearing her silver crown charm is top quality nickel 
plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to 

your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Snowflake Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ273 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Let it Snow! This snowflake charm is top quality polished nickel 
plated, white enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to 

your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Cupcake Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ272 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Sweet chocolate iced cupcake charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. Size: 1/2"

Owl Charm by Pin 
Peddlers QJ271 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Cute owl is bright colors this charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. Size: 1/2"

Antique Sewing 
Machine Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ265 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Black enamel machine with polished nickel details and a little red 
handle on the side! With jump ring to attach to your jewelry or slide 

onto our charm holders. 

Rose Of Sharon 
Charm by Pin 
Peddlers QJ274 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Rose of Sharon block charm with hand enameled red and pink flowers 
on a white background. Charm is top quality polished nickel plated, 

with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or slide onto our charm 
holders. Size: 1/2" 

Sunbonnet Sue Charm 
Red by Pin Peddlers QJ269 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Sunbonnet Sue in her red dress. Charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. Size: 5/8"

Sunbonnet Sue Charm 
Blue by Pin Peddlers QJ268 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Sunbonnet Sue in her blue dress. Charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. Size: 5/8"

Scissors Charm by Pin 
Peddlers QJ264 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Scissors with bright red handles and shiny nickel blades is top quality 
nickel plated, hand enameled, with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. Size: 5/8"

Dresden Plate Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ261 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Dresden plate charm in "dick and jane" colors is top quality 
nickel plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring 
to attach to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. 
Size: 1/2"

Tumbleblocks Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ260 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Multicolored Tumbleblock charm is top quality nickel metal back, 
hand enameled, with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or slide onto 

our charm holders. Size: 1/2" 

Flip Flop Charm 
Turquoise by Pin 
Peddlers QJ257 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Flip flop in turquoise with daisy charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. 

Flamingo Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ254 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Adorable pink flamingo charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. 
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Heart Of Hope Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ253 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Crazy quilt heart in shades of pink charm celebrates the hope of 
breast cancer survival! PIN PEDDLERS GIVES A DONATION TO 

THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY FOR PIN SALES OF THIS ITEM.

Patched Heart Charm 
Dark by Pin Peddlers QJ252 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Crazy quilt heart in jewel colors charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. 

Patched Heart Charm 
Country by Pin 
Peddlers QJ251 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Crazy quilt heart in country colors charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

White Dogwood Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ202 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Delicate dogwood blossom with pink petals charm is top quality 
nickel plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach 

to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders. Size: 1/2" 

Schoolhouse Charm 
Country by Pin 

Peddlers QJ249 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Little country colored schoolhouse charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Spool Charm Purple 
by Pin Peddlers QJ247 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Purple thread spool charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. 

Spool Charm Green 
by Pin Peddlers QJ246 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Green thread spool charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. 

Pin Cushion Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ243 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Tomato pin cushion charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders.

LeMoyne Star Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ242 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

LeMoyne Star in rainbow colors. Charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 

jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Flower Basket Charm 
Civil War by Pin 

Peddlers QJ241 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Commemorative "Civil War Colored" Flower Basket block charm is 
top quality nickel plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump 

ring to attach to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Flower Basket Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ240 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Flower Basket charm with multi colored flowers. Charm is top quality 
nickel plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach 

to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Hands All Around 
Charm by Pin 

Peddlers QJ239 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Hands All Around in red, cobalt blue on a white ground. Charm is top 
quality nickel plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring 

to attach to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Square In A Square 
Charm Pink by Pin 

Peddlers QJ238 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Square in a Square in shades of pink. Charm is top quality nickel 
plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to 

your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Square In A Square 
Charm by Pin 

Peddlers QJ237 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Square in a Square in jewel colors. Charm is top quality nickel plated, 
hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your 
jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Eight Pointed Star 
Charm by Pin 

Peddlers QJ236 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Eight Pointed Star in bright colors on a black charm. Charm is top 
quality nickel plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring 

to attach to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.
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Carolina Lily Charm 
by Pin Peddlers QJ235 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Pretty Carolina Lily block. Charm is top quality nickel plated, hand 
enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to your jewelry or 

slide onto our charm holders. 

Dutchman's Puzzle 
Charm Civil War by 

Pin Peddlers QJ229 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Commemorative "Civil War Colored" Dutchman's Puzzle block charm 
is top quality nickel plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump 

ring to attach to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

Bear Paw Charm by 
Pin Peddlers QJ227 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25

Bear's Paw block charm in blue and white. Charm is top quality nickel 
plated, hand enameled, highly polished with jump ring to attach to 

your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders.

2014 Limited Edition 
Charm by Pin 

Peddlers QJ226 3 $2.60 $5.25 $5.25
2014 Limited edition Patchwork block collectible charm in nickel 

metal with bright enamel colors Size: 1/2" square.

Terrier Pin White by 
Pin Peddlers QJ225 3 $2.60 $5.25 $6.00

White Scotty dog shaped lapel pin is gold metal, hand enameled, with 
post and military clutch back. Size: 3/4" wide.

Snowflake Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ223 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Snowflake shaped pin is silver plated, hand enameled, with post and 
military clutch on back.

Nativity Scene Blue 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ222 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Nativity scene with Joseph and Mary in blue clothing. Pin is gold 
plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Mr Snowman Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ221 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Jolly snowman shaped pin is black nickel plated, hand enameled, with 
post and military clutch on back. 

Cat Block Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ220 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Curious and colorful cat shaped pin is gold plated, hand enameled, 
with post and military clutch on back. 

Cat White Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ219 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Adorable white cat shaped pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with 
post and military clutch on back. 

Cat Black Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ218 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Adorable black cat shaped pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with 
post and military clutch on back. 

Cat Yellow Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ217 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Adorable yellow cat shaped pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with 
post and military clutch on back. 

Celtic Circle Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ216 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Classic Celtic Circle shaped pin is black nickel plated, hand enameled, 
with post and military clutch on back. 

Pineapple Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ215 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Fine detailed pineapple shaped pin is gold plated, hand enameled, 
with post and military clutch on back. 

Celtic Shamrock Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ214 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Celtic green shamrock shaped pin is black nickel plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 
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Celtic Cross Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ213 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Intricately designed Celtic Cross pin is antique gold plated, with post 
and military clutch on back. 

Rooster Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ211 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Colorful rooster shaped pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post 
and military clutch on back. 

Cardinal Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ209 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Beautiful deep red cardinal shaped pin. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Butterfly Orange Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ206 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Beautiful orange butterfly shaped pin. Pin is black nickel plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Butterfly Lavender 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ205 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Beautiful lavender butterfly shaped pin. Pin is black nickel plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Butterfly Blue Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ204 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Beautiful blue butterfly shaped pin. Pin is black nickel plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Hummingbird Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ203 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Beautiful hummingbird shaped pin. Pin is nickel plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Storm At Sea Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ198 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Storm at Sea block in ocean colors. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled 
with post and military clutch on back. Size: 3/4"

Jewel Box Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ197 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Jewel box block in shades of purples, greens and turquoise. Pin is gold 
plated, hand enameled with post and military clutch on back. Size: 

3/4" square.

Kaleidescope 
Mandala Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ196 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Flower shaped pin in bright color enamels, gold plated, with post and 

military clutch on back. Size: 1" 

UFO Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ195 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Need a reason to finish your UFO's here's a fun, here's your reward 
pin ! Pin is black nickel plated, hand enameled, with post and military 

clutch on back. 

Fabricaholics Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ194 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Colorful Fabricaholics pin was designed by Marge Gordon of 
Delaware Quilts. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post and 

military clutch on back. 1 1/4" wide. PIN PEDDLERS GIVES A 
DONATION TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

Irish Chain Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ193 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Irish chain block in greens with white background. Pin is gold plated, 
hand enameled with post and military clutch on back. Size: 3/4"

Quiltaholics 
Anonymous Black Pin 

by Pin Peddlers QJ192 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Quiltaholics Anonymous black center with colorful flying geese 
border. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post and military 

clutch on back.
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Quiltaholics 
Anonymous Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ191 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Quiltaholics Anonymous white center with colorful flying geese 
border. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post and military 

clutch on back.

Knitting Basket Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ189 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Wicker basket pin filled with colorful balls of yarn. Pin is gold plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Patriotic Heart 
Traditional Colors Pin 

by Pin Peddlers QJ188 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Patriotic heart shaped pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post 

and military clutch on back. 

Penny Rug Black Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ187 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Penny Rug shaped pin in primary colors on black. Pin is black nickel 
plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Penny Rug Brown Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ186 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Penny Rug shaped pin in homespun colors. Pin is black nickel plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Feathered Star Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ185 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Feathered Star shaped pin in orange and turquoise. Pin is gold plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Monkey Wrench Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ184 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Monkey Wretch block in patriotic colors. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Bow Tie Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ183 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Bright colored Bow Tie block pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with 
post and military clutch on back. 

Nalani's Hawaiian 
Quilt Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ182 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Nalani's Hawaiian block pin in new deep colors. Pin is gold plated, 

hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Stork Scissors Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ181 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Antique stork scissor pin can actually open and close. It's a perfect 
lapel pin. Gold plated, 1.5 inches long, with post and military clutch on 

back.

Friendship Star Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ180 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Friendship star block in patriotic colors. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. Size: 3/4

Americana Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ178 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Patriotic patchwork pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post and 
military clutch on back.

Pin Cushion Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ177 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Everyone's favorite… the tomato pin cushion with strawberry! Pin is 
gold plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Rotary Cutter And 
Mat Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ176 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Every quilter's basic tools… a rotary cutter on a green cutting mat 
pin. Pin is nickel plated, hand enameled with epoxy covering, with 

post and military clutch on back. 

Lightweight Sewing 
Machine White Pin by 

Pin Peddlers QJ174 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Classic "white" sewing machine pin. Pin is gold plated, hand 

enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 
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Lightweight Sewing 
Machine Black Pin by 

Pin Peddlers QJ173 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Classic "black" sewing machine pin. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled, 

with post and military clutch on back. 

Carolina Lily Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ172 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Carolina Lily block in bright colors. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled, 
with post and military clutch on back. 

Heart In Hand Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ171 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Silver hand with cut out heart pin. Pin is antique silver plated, with 
post and military clutch on back. 

Thimble Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ170 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Antique thimble pin- beautiful for a gift! Pin is antique nickel plated 
with a gold plated band, with post and military clutch on back.

Mariner's Compass 
Bright Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ169 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Mariner's Compass block in rainbow colors on back pin. Pin is gold 

plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Quilter's Basket Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ168 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Wicker sewing basket with fabrics pin. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Broken Ruler Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ167 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Yellow measuring tape pin. Pin is hand enameled, with post and 
military clutch on back. Actually measures an inch!

Ethnic Angel In Flight 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ166 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Flying Angel ( dark complexion) with heart quilt. Pin is gold plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Angel In Flight Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ165 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Flying Angel ( light complexion) with heart quilt. Pin is gold plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Dark Patched Heart 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ164 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Crazy quilt, heart shaped crazy quilt pin in deep colors. Pin is nickel 
plated,(silver color metal) hand enameled, with post and military 

clutch on back.

Country Patched 
Heart Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ163 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Crazy quilt, heart shaped pin in primary colors. Pin is gold plated, 

hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Red Patched Heart 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ162 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Crazy quilt, heart shaped pin in shades of red. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Rose of Sharon Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ161 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Rose of Sharon in rose and pink on cream pin. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Lone Star Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ158 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Lone Star block in blue and white. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled, 
with post and military clutch on back. 

Seven Sisters Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ156 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Seven Sisters block in primary colors on blue pin. Pin is gold plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 
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United We Stitch Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ155 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

"United We Stitch" on a blue USA shaped pin. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Goin' Sewin' Yellow 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ154 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Small yellow "beetle"car pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post 
and military clutch on back. 

Goin' Sewin' Red Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ153 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Small blue "beetle" car pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post 
and military clutch on back. 

Goin' Sewin' Blue Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ152 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Small blue "beetle" car pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post 
and military clutch on back. 

Double Wedding Ring 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ151 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Double Wedding Ring pin in shades of pinks and greens. Pin is gold 
plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Amish Bill Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ150 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Amish Bill in traditional turquoise and black clothes. Pin is gold plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Flower Garden Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ149 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Flower Garden Block in blue, green, and red. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back.  

Ethnic Sue Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ148 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Ethnic Sue in red, green, yellow and black. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Amish Sue Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ147 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Amish Sue in traditional purple and black. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Sunbonnet Sue Red 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ146 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Sunbonnet Sue in red print and white pinafore. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Little Red School 
House Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ145 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Red Schoolhouse on white pin. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with 

post and military clutch on back. 

Eight Pointed Star 
Bright Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ144 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Eight Pointed Star in bright colors on black pin. Pin is gold plated, 

hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Treadle Sewing 
Machine Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ141 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Antique treadle sewing machine on table pin in gold and black. Pin is 

gold plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Loose Threads Pin 
Green by Pin Peddlers QJ140 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Olive green thread spool pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post 
and military clutch on back.

Loose Threads Pin 
Purple by Pin 

Peddlers QJ139 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Purple thread spool pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post and 

military clutch on back.
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Loose Threads Red 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ137 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Red thread spool pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post and 
military clutch on back. 

LeMoyne Star Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ136 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

LeMoyne Star pin in rainbow colors. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Flower Basket Multi 
Color Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ135 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Flower Basket pin with multi color flowers in a blue basket.  Pin is 
gold plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Flower Basket Red 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ134 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Flower Basket pin in red patchwork on white ground. Pin is gold 
plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Log Cabin Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ133 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Our collectible charms are top quality nickel plated to match your 
sterling and pewter jewelry, hand enameled, highly polished, with 
jump ring to attach to your jewelry or slide onto our charm holders! 
Our charm sizes range from 1/2" to 5/8".

Hand's All Around Pin 
by Pin Peddlers QJ132 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Hands All Around pin in red and cobalt blue on a white ground. Pin is 
gold plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Dutchman's Puzzle 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ131 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Dutchman's Puzzle pin  in rose, wedgewood, gold and green on a 
white ground. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post and 

military clutch on back. 

Honey Bee Black & 
White Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ130 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Honey Bee Block Pin black, red, and white it is gold plated, hand 

enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Bride's Wreath Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ129 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Bride's wreath pin in pretty shades of pink and green. Pin is silver 
color metal (nickel plated), hand enameled, with post and military 

clutch on back.

Friends Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ128 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Friends Block Pin in jewel colors is gold plated, hand enameled, with 
post and military clutch on back. 

Dresden Plate Red & 
Green Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ127 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00
Dresden Plate block pin in Christmas Red and Green. Pin is gold 
plated, hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Dresden Plate Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ126 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Dresden Plate block pin in traditional calico prints. Pin is gold plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.

Quilt of Hope Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ125 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Breast Cancer Awareness Pin in shades of Pink. Pin is gold plated, 
hand enameled, with post and military clutch on back.PIN PEDDLERS 
GIVES A DONATION TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY FOR 

PIN SALES OF THIS ITEM. 

Tumble Blocks Pin by 
Pin Peddlers QJ124 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Tumble Blocks Pin in jewel colors is gold plated, hand enameled, with 
post and military clutch on back. 
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North Star Civil War 
Colors Pin by Pin 

Peddlers QJ123 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

North Star block pin is in  "Civil War Colors" to match the popular 
reproduction fabrics. Pin is hand enameled, with post and military 

clutch on back. 

Ohio Star by Pin 
Peddlers QJ122 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Ohio Star block pin, red star on white ground- Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Card Tricks Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ121 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

 Card Tricks block pin in new modern colors- orange, lime and 
turquoise is black nickel plated, hand enameled, with post and 

military clutch on back.

Cathedral Window 
Pin by Pin Peddlers QJ120 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Cathedral Window block pin in new modern colors lime, orange, 
raspberry and turquoise. Pin is gold plated, hand enameled, with post 

and military clutch on back. 

Bear Paw Pin by Pin 
Peddlers QJ119 3 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

Bear Paw block pin in two shades of blue. Pin is gold plated, hand 
enameled, with post and military clutch on back. 

Man Sewing Pin QJ430 2 $2.75 $5.75 $6.00

This beautiful Man Sewing logo pin is hand enameled, with post and 
military clutch on back. This pin is a great way to show how much you 

love quilting and Man Sewing with Rob Appell!


